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HALFCROWNS 
From an Old Collection 

including Scottish & Irish Issues 

Charles I 
Tower Mint 

630 First horseman, mm. lis, obverse rose on housings, with 

ground line, reverse long cross fourchee over square shield 

(N 2200; S 216\), pierced (officially ?) at 9 o'clock, fine 

and rare: SECOND HORSEMAN (2), with reverse garnished 

oval shield between C - R., mm. harp and mm. portcullis. R 
of C - R over retrograde C ? (N 2207; S 2769), both a little 

corroded, fair [3] (£80-100) 

Nicholas Briot's Coinage 

636 First milled issue (1631-1632), mm. obverse flower and B. 

reverse B (N 2299; S 2853; JGB 715). Trace of old gilding 

('2), very fine ( £250-300) 

63 1 Second horseman, with sword on King’s right shoulder, 

obverse mm. tun (?), garnished oval shield between C-R, G 
OF REGNO retrograde (as N 2207 and 2769). A 

contemporary forgery in pewter, horseman very weak, 

otherwise nearly very fine, interesting (£30-40) 

632 Third horseman (3), with scarf from King’s waist (N 2209; 

S 2771), mm, bell, mm. crown, both with corrosion at 

edges, nearly very fine and fine, and mm. tun, full and 

round but smoothed with edge split (II o'clock), but fine 

[3] (£100-120) 

633 Third horseman (3), with ground below horse, mm. 
triangle (N 2212; S 211 A), very fine, and without ground 
(2), both mm. anchor, upright and obverse to right and 
reverse to left (N 221 1; S 2773), both fair [3j (£100-120) 

634 Third horseman (4), of rough work (N 2213; S 2840), mm. 

(P), mm. (R), mm. eye and mm. sun |4|. Mainly nearly very 

fine (£150-180) 

635 I-ouRiii horseman (2), foreshortened horse wilh tail 
between legs (N 2214; S 2775), mm. star and mm. 

triangle-in-cirele. fine and better: Fll'iii HORSEMAN, with 
tall spirited horse (N 2215; S 2842), mm. sun, obverse 

smoothed, fine 131 (£ 100-120) 

637 Second milled issue (1638-1639), mm. anchor and B (N 

2304; S 2858; JGB 724). Very fine (£300-350) 

Oxford Mint 

638 1642, obverse mm. plume without bands. King on 

horseback left with horse’s left hind leg raised, ground-line 

below (a Shrewsbury die), reverse mm. two pellets. 

Declaration with three plumes with bands above, date below 

(N 2409; S 2949; Morr B-2). A little short of flan, almost 

very fine, rare (£350-400) 

639 1643, obverse mm. plume wilh bands, horse wilh right 

hind leg raised, plume wilh bands behind King, reverse mm. 

I'our pellels. similar lo last, dated 1643 (N 2413; S 2953; 

Morr D-5 var). Reverse with flaw in left plume and 1. of 

I.IBHR. very fine (£250-300) 
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Mristol Mint 

640 1643, mm. plume, Briot's horse with ground 

below and plume behind, reverse mm. rosette, similar to 

last, but OX below date (N 2416; S 2955; Morr 1-24; JOB 

898). Obverse slightly doithle struck and figure of King 

weak, otherwise nearly very fine (£200-250) 

643 1644, obverse mm. small plume. King on horseback left, 

small plume behind, reverse mm. Br mono.. Declaration in 

two lines, three lumpy plumes with bands above and date 

below (N 2489; .S 3007; Morr B-l var.). Full, good very 

fine (£400-450) 

641 1644, obverse mm. plume. Briot’s horse with lumpy 

ground line below and plume behind, diamond stops, 

reverse no mm., Declaration with large central plume 

above, 1644 OX below, six pellets in field and as stops (N 

2425; S 2958; Morr G-13). Horseman woolly (worn die ?), 

otherwise very fine (£200-250) 

642 I645,f;/;ve/-.9e mm. plume, large clumsy Briot style horse, 

pebbly ground below and plume behind, treble pellet stops 

(upper and lower small) after dg mao bri, reverse mm, five 

pellets. Declaration with three even plumes, 1645 OX 

below within pellets (N 2432; S 2967; Morr E-7). Ragged 

with two edge splits, a weak striking, fine (£120-150) 

644 1644, obverse mm. plume, same die as last, reverse 

without mm., but with Br mono below date (N 2490; S 

3008; Morr B-2. PI. II, 29, this coin). Horseman woolly 

(worn die ?), almost very fine (£200-250) 

645 1645, similar to last but dated 1645 (N 2491; S 3009; 

Morr A-2; JGB 989). Slightly double struck both sides, 

almost very fine (£200-250) 

York Mint 

646 Tv Pt-. 3, mm. lion, obverse King on horseback left, no 

ground line, reverse round garnished shield. CliRlSTO legend 

(as on Tower issues), pellet stops both sides (N 2311; S 

2856; .IGB 1079; Besly IF). Segment missing from flan 

(when punched out) and usual large flaw on reverse, two 

minor edge .splits, good fine, rare (£200-250) 
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Chester Mint 

647 Type 4, mm. lion, types similar with ebor below horse, 

pellet stops both sides (N 2312; S 2866; JOB 1080; Besly 

pi. 8,7). Good very fine, a good example of tins base late 

Eighteenth Century forgery (Besly p 232) (£150-200) 

648 Type 5, mm. lion, obverse tall horse with mane in front, 

EBOR below, diamond stops, reverse crowned square-topped 

shield between C-R crowned, floral sprays as stops (N 

2313; S 2867; JOB 1081; Besly 3A). Extremely fine 

(£500-600) 

649 Type 6, mm. lion, obverse similar to last, reverse crowned 

oval garnished shield, fleur stops (to right inverted) (N 

2314; S 2868; JGB 1083; Besly 3B). Extremely fine 

(£400-450) 

6.50 'I'YPI-, 7. mm. lion, obverse similar but horse's tail between 

legs, reverse crowned oval shield with lion's skin garniture 

(no C-R), pellet stops both sides (N 231.5; .S 2869; JGB 

1086; Besly 2G). UsualJlaw in a A of AVSI’ICE, extremely 

fine and toned (£350-400) 

65 1 1644, mm. three gerbs with sword between (arms of 

Chester), obverse King on horseback left, plain below and 

behind, reverse Declaration in two lines, three plumes 

above, date between pellets below (N 2930 (p. 189); S 

3133; JGB 1112). Off-centre and with edge split (12 

o'clock), but fine, very rare (£800-1000) 

Sieges of Newark 

652 16 46, obverse large crown between C - R, value xxx 

below, reverse OBS : NEWARK 1646 in three lines, beaded 

border both sides (N 2638; S 3146; JGB 1222). Trace of 

undertype on obverse (lower right side), some flatness at 

lop both sides, almost extremely fine (£600-700) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

Commonwealth 

653 1651, Pattern by Peter Blondeau. types as the currency 

issue, mm. sun, edge in the third yeare op preedome by 

GODS blessing RESTORED 1651 ill large letters (ESC 443; N 

2731). Slight tarnishing but good extremely fine, very rare 

(£600-800} 

lix TB Clarke Thornhill. Lot .SH4. 
Sec biick cover colour illustration. 
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(’harles II 

654 First H AMMi-RED Coinage, wiihout mark of value or inner 

circles, mm. crown on obverse only (ESC 448; N 2759; S 

3307). Fine and very rare (£500-600) 

655 Third Hammered Coinage, with mark of value and inner 

circles, mm. crown, reads maG BR FR (ESC 456; N 2761; S 

3321). Almost very fine (£150-200) 

656 1663, 1st bust, xv (ESC457; SC 5; S 3361). Good very 

fine (£250-300) 

657 1664, 2nd bust, xvi (ESC 457; SC 45; S 3662). Old 

cleaning with traces of tarnish/corrosion, otherwise fine, 
rare (£40-60) 

659 1668/4, 3rd bust, VICESIMO (ESC 464; SC 70; S 3365). 

Scored down obverse field in front of face, but fine and rare 

(£120-150) 

660 1670, 3rd bust, viCESiMO SECVNDO (ESC 467; SC 90; S 

3365). Slight tarnishing/corrosion, otherwise very fine 

(£150-200) 

661 1671, 3rd bust variety, viCESiMO TERTIO (ESC 468; SC 

105; S 3>366).Very fne (£150-200) 

662 1672, 3rd bust variety, viCESiMO Qvarto (ESC 471; SC 

125; S 3366). Almost very fine (£80-100) 

658 1666/4, 3rd bust with elephant below, xviii (ESC 462; SC 

55. S 3364). bine and rare, the overdate obvious 
(£250-300) 

663 1673, 4lh bust, VIC'E.SIMO qvinto (ESC 473; SC 135; S 

3367). Grafitti in front of face, good fine (£50-70) 
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James II 

664 1676, 4th bust, VICESIMO octavo (ESC 478; SC 190; S 

3367). Very fine with good profile (£250-350) 

665 1677, 4th bust. viCESiMO NONO (ESC 479; SC 205; S 

3367). Almost extremely fine (£500-600) 

666 1679, 4th bust, tricesimo primo (ESC 481; SC 215; S 

3367). Marks on obverse, almost very fine (£80-100) 

667 1682/79, 4th bust, tricesimo qvarto (ESC 489B; SC 

295; S 3367). Pitted surfaces, only fair, hut rare (£30-40) 

670 1685, 1st bust, PRIMO (ESC 493; SC 5; S 3408). Almost 

very fine (£120-150) 

671 1686, 1st bust, secvndo (ESC 494; SC 10; S 3408). 

Almost extremely fine (£400-500) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

672 1687, 1st bust, TERTIO (ESC 498; SC 35; S 3408). Almost 

very fine (£100-120) 

673 1687, 2nd bust, tertio (ESC 500; SC 50; S 3409). Fine 

only but rare (£60-80) 

674 1688, 2nd bust, qvarto (ESC 502; SC 60; S 3409). Fine 

(£60-80) 

668 1683, 4th bust, tricesimo qvinto (ESC 492; SC 300; S 

3367). Some pilling, more so on obverse, fine (£40-50) 

669 1684/3, 4th bust, iRiciisiMO si:xTO (ESC 492; SC 310; S 

3367). Fair but very rare (£30-50) 

William and Maiy 

675 1689, 1st busts. I si shield, caul and interior trusted, 

pearls, primo (ESC .503; SC 5; S 3434). Almost extremely 

fine (£300-350) 
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676 1689, I si busts, 2ncl shield, no iVosIing, no pearls, I'RIMO 

(ESC 512: SC 30; S 3435). Reverse iiicirks hiii very fine 

(£150-180) 

682 1700, modified large shields, ijv(jdi;cim(i (ESC 561; SC 

290; S 3494). Ahnosi extremely fine (£200-250) 

677 1691, 2nd busts, 3rd shields, TERTIO (ESC 516; SC 50; S 

3436). Very fine (£150-180) 

683 1700, modified large shields, DECIMO TERTio (ESC 562; SC 

295; S 3494). Minor marks on obverse, almost extremely 

fine (£180-220) 

678 1692, 2nd busts, 3rd shield, QVARTO (ESC 517; SC 55; S 

3436). Almost very fine (£80-100) 

679 1693 (over 3 upside down), 2nd busts, 3rd shield, 

QviNTO (ESC 52i-R3; SC 70; S 3436). Good very fine, very 
rare (£200-250) 

William III 

680 1696, small shields, ordinary harp, octavo (ESC 534), 

fine, 1697, large shields, ordinary harp, NONO (ESC 541), 

fine, 1699, modified large shields, UNDECIMO (ESC 556) 
fair [3] (£80-100) 

681 1698, modified large shields, decimo (ESC 554; SC 235; S 

Extremely fine (£250-300) 

684 1701, modified large shields, larger harp, DECIMO TERTio 

(ESC 564; SC 305; S 3494). Extremely fine (£240-280) 

685 1701, modified large shields, plumes in angles. DECIMO 

TERTIO (ESC 567; SC 320; S 3496). Small flaw in hair, 

almost extremely fine (£300-400) 

686 Bri.sioi., 1696 (2), large shields, early harp, octavo (ESC 

524, SC 55; S 3458), scratched in 1st quarter of reverse, 

almost very fine, and with small shields, ordinary harp, 

octavo (ESC 535; SC 10; S 3476), almost fine [2] 
(£80-100) 
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687 Bristol, 1697, large shields, ordinary harp, nono (ESC 

543; SC 150; S 3488). Very fine (£80-100) 
693 1704, plumes in angles, TERTIO (ESC 570; SC 15; S 

3581). Polished, very fine and rare (£150-180) 

688 Chester, 1696, large shields, early harp, octavo (ESC 

525; SC 65; S 3483), fine; Exeter, 1696, large shields, 

early harp, octavo (ESC 526; SC 70; S 3484), almost fine 

[2] (£60-80) 

689 Exeter, 1697, large shields, ordinary harp, nono (ESC 

547; SC 180; S 3490). Hair weak (striated) and relative 

weakness on reverse, otherwise very fine (£60-80) 

690 Norwich, 1697, large shields, ordinary harp, NONO (ESC 

550; SC 205; S 3491). Flaw developing on drapery, good 

fine (£40-60) 

691 York (2), 1696, large shields, early harp, octavo (ESC 

528; SC 85; S 3486),//ne, 1697, large shields, oridinary 

harp, NONO (ESC 551; SC 220; S 3492). fine [2J (£50-60) 

Anne 

Before Union 

692 170.3, VKiO helow busl, ii'.R ilo (ESC 569; SC 5; S 3580). 

.Slight striatioiis on obverse, extremely fine and toned 

(£.(50-400) 

694 1705, plumes in angles, qvinto (ESC 571; SC 20; S 

3581). Obverse marks, almost very fine, scarce (£100-120) 

695 1706, roses and plumes in angles, qvinto (ESC 572; SC 

25; S 3582). Good very fine (£150-200) 

696 1707, roses and plumes in angles, sexto (ESC 573; SC 

30; S 3582). Almost extremely fine, outer edges bine toned 

(£200-250) 

After Union 

697 1707, SIH’TIMO (ESC 574; SC 50; S 3604). Polished, 

almost extremely fine (£150-180) 
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6yS 1707, Edinburgh, E below bu.st, Sl-XTO (ESC 57.‘i; .SC 35; .S 

3605). Polished, very fine (£60-80) 

699 1708, Edinburgh, E below bust, “Z” figure 1, SEPTIMO 

(ESC 576 and note; SC 65 ; S 3605). Striations both sides, 

almost very fine (£40-60) 

703 1709, Edinburgh. E below bust, octavo (fiSC 580; SC 85; 

S 3605). Tooled in the fields (to remove striations ?),Jine 

and rare ( £60-80) 

704 1710, roses and plumes in angles, NONO (ESC 581; SC 90; 

S 3607). Very fine (£100-120) 

700 1708, SEPTIMO (ESC 577; SC 70; S 3604). Almost 

extremely fine (£180-200) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

705 1712, roses and plumes in angles, UNDECIMO (ESC 582; 

SC 95; S 3607). Harp tarnished hut good verv fine 

(£100-120) 

701 1708, plumes in angles, septimo (ESC 578; SC 75; S 

3606). Good very fine (£180-200) 706 1713, DVODECIMO (ESC 583; SC 100; S 3604). 

Striations both sides, but very fine (£80-100) 

702 1709, OCTAVO (ESC 579; SC 80; S 3604). Good verv line 
(£150-180) 

707 1713, roses and plumes in angles, dvodecimo (ESC 584; 

SC 105; S 3607). Good very fine (£120-150) 
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Georse II 
Young Head 

7 13 1731, roses and plumes in angles, qvinto (ESC 595; SC 

10; S 3692).OW cleaning, good very fine (£200-250) 

714 1732, roses and plumes in angles, SEXTO (ESC 598; SC 

15; S 3692). Very fine (£200-250) 

11 5 1735, roses and plumes in angles, octavo (ESC 598; SC 

25; S 3692). Very fine (£120-150) 

7 16 1736, roses and plumes in angles, NONO (ESC 599; SC 30; 

S 3692). Alnio.st extremely fne (£400-500) 

7 17 1739, roses in angles, OVOOECIMO (ESC 600; SC 35; S 

3693). Minor marks, almost extremely fine (£250-500) 

708 1714, roses and plumes in angles, decimo tertio (ESC 

585; SC 110; S 3607). Polished, good fine (£30-50) 

George I 

709 1715, roses and plumes in angles, secvndo (ESC 587; SC 

10; S 3642). Extremely fine (£500-600) 

710 1717, roses and plumes in angles, tirtio (ESC 589; SC 

25; S 3642). Good very fine (£300-400) 

711 1720/17, roses and plumes in angles, sexto (ESC 590; 

SC 35; S 3642). Marks both sides, very fine, only the 

faintest trace of the iinderdate (£150-200) 

712 1723, ssc in angles. Dix iMO (ESC 592; SC 40; S 3643). 

Fine die crack in 1st quarter of reverse, extremely fine 

I£400-500) 
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718 1741/39, roses in angles, DliCiMO qvarto (E.SC 6()IA; 

SC 45; S 3693). Mint state, very rare thus {£5()0-6()()) 

Old Head 

1750, VICHSIMO QVAKTO (E.SC 609; SC 85; S 3696) 

Almost extremely fine (£250-300) 

7 19 1745/5, roses in angles, DECIMO NONO (ESC 604; SC 60; 

S 3694). Dull extremely fine (£200-250) 

ESC gives 1745 over 3 (604A), bul this appears to be a re-cut 5. 

720 1745, LIMA below bust, decimo NONO (ESC 605; SC 65; S 

3695). Good veiy fine (£100-120) 

721 1746, LIMA below bust, decimo nono (ESC 606; SC 70; S 

3695 A). Extremely fine (£180-200) 

722 1746, Proof, VICE.SIMO (ESC 608; SC 80; S 3696). 

Obverse hay marked and lettered edf-e partly weak, brilliant 
and rare (£700-800) 

George III 

724 1817, large head (ESC 616; SC 50; S 3788). £-x?/-ewe/>’ 
fine (£200-250) 

725 1817, small head (ESC 616; SC 75; S 3789). Extremely 
fine (£200-250) 

726 1819, small head (ESC 623; SC 105; S 3789). Good very 
fine (£60-80) 
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George IV 

111 1820, I St (laureate) head, 1st reverse, wwp in centre of 

shamrock leaves and jbm within beading to right of date 

(ESC 628; SC 5; S 3807). Almost mint state (£200-250) 

WWP= William Wellesley Pole, Master of the Mint (later Lord 
Maryborough, see BHM 1211). elder brother of the Duke of 
Wellington: JBM = J. B. Merlen. engraver. 
ESC notes both sets of initials on the Shilling (p. 128). but not the 
Halfcrown. 

728 1821, 1st head, 1st reverse (ESC 628; SC 25; S 3807). 

Extremely fine and toned (£150-200) 

729 1823, 1824, both 1st head, 2nd reverse (ESC 634 and 

636; SC 40 & 55; S 3808) [2], Very fine and better 

(£100-120) 

730 1824, 2nd (bare) head, 3rd reverse. Pattern in copper 

with edge plain (SC 65; ESC 641; Montagu—). Even dark 

tone, mint state and extremely rare (£800-1200) 

731 1825, 2nd head, 3rd reverse (E.SC 642; .SC 75; S 3809). 

Minor scratches in (diverse field, almost extremely fine 

l£60-80) 

732 1825, 2nd head, 3rd reverse, similar to last (ESC 642; SC 

75; S 3809). Old gilt, so much so as to appear as though 

struck on a plated blank (as Barton’s metal), almost 

extremely fine, pleasing (£50-60) 

733 1826, 1828, both 2nd head, 3rd reverse (ESC 646 and 

648; SC 95 & 105; S 3809) [2|. Eirst almost extremely fine 

and second with marks on face, almost very fine, scarce 

(£80-100) 

734 1829, 2nd head, 3rd reverse (ESC 649; SC 110; S 3809). 

Almost extremely fine (£120-150) 

William IV 

735 1834, u'H’ in script on truncation (ESC 662; SC 30; S 

38.34). Extremely fine (£80-100) 

736 1836, n il’ in script on truncation (ESC 666; SC 60; S 

3834). Extremely fine (£120-150) 



737 1837,ii’U’ in script on truncation (ESC 667; SC 75; S 

3834). Hairline scratch down field behind head, almost 

extremely fine, scarce (£100-150) 

742 1846, Type A-'(ESC 6X0; SC 85; S 3888). Extremely fme 

I£200-250) 

Young Head 

Victoria 

738 1839, Proof, Type A', with one plain and one ornate fillet, 

edge plain (ESC 670; SC 10; S 3885). Stain on nose and 

minor dent on cheek otherwise brilliant and toned, as 

issued in the sets (£1,500-],800) 

739 1840, Type A’ with two plain fillets, w.w. incuse on 

tiuncation (ESC 673; SC 50; S 3887). Almost extremelv 
fine (£200-220) 

740 1842, 1844, both Type A'* with two plain fillets but no 

initials (ESC 675 and 677; SC 60 & SC 70; S 3888) [2|. 

Fine and nearly extremely fne (£100-120) 

741 1845, Type A^ (ESC 679; SC 80; S 3888). Die flaw down 

cheek and down neck, almost extremely fine (£100-120) 

743 1849, Type A\ large date (ESC 682; SC 105; S 3888). 

Almost extremely fine (£200-250) 

744 1850, Type A''(ESC 684; SC 115; S 3888). Very fine, 

scarce (£50-80) 

745 1853, Proof, Type A^ (ESC 687; SC 125; S 3888). 

Brilliant and toned, rare, as issued in the sets 
(£1200-1500) 

746 1874, Type A\ similar, of inferior work (ESC 692; SC 

150; S 3889). Almost extremely fne (£60-80) 

747 1875, Type A' (ESC 696; SC 170; S 3889). Extremelv 
fne (£100-/20) 
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Old Head 748 1876, Type A' (ESC 699; SC 185; S 3889). Very fine, 

scarce (£30-50) 

749 1877, Type (ESC 700; SC 195; S 3889). Almost 

extremely fine (£40-50) 

759 1894, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1899, 1900, 

1901 (ESC 728-735; S 3938) [8]. First good very fne. 

others extremely fne or very nearly so (£250-300) 

750 1878, Type A' (ESC 701; SC 200; S 3889). Almost 

extremely fine (£60-80) Edward VII 

751 1879, Type A^ (ESC 703; SC 210; S 3889). Almost 

extremely fine, scarce (£70-90) 

752 1880, Type A"' (ESC 705; SC 225; S 3889). Almost 

extremely fine (£50-60) 

753 1881, Type A' (ESC 707; SC 235; S 3889). Almost 

extremely fne (£60-70) 

754 1883, Type A- (ESC 711; SC 255; S 3889). Scratch on 

reverse, almost extremely fne (£30-50) 

760 1902 (2), Currency and Matt Proof (ESC 746 and 747; S 

3980) |2|. Extremely fne and mint state (£100-120) 

761 1906, 1908, 1909 (ESC 751, 753, 754; S 3980) [3]. 

All with minor marks on head, almost extremely fne 

(£150-200) 

George V 

762 1911, 1913, 1914, 1916, 1918, all .925 silver 

(ESC 757, 760, 761, 763, 765; S 4011), 1926, modified 

effigy (ESC 774; S 4032) and New type, 1927 Proof, 

1935, 1936 (ESC 776, 784, 785; S 4037), all .500 

silver [9]. Extremely fine or nearly so (£150-200) 

755 1884, Type A' (ESC 712; SC 260; S 3889). Extremely 

fne (£100-120) 

756 1885, Type aVESC 713; .SC 265; S 3889). C.vt/cmc/y 

fne (£100-120) 

757 1886, 1887, both Type A ' (E.SC 715 and 717; .SC 275 & 

285; S 3889) |2|. Good very fne and almost extremely fne 

(£80-100) 

.Jubilee Head 

758 1887, 1888, 1889, 1891, 1892 (ESC 719, 721. 

722, 724. 725; S 3924) |5|. Extremely fne or nearly so 

ILI20-I50) 

Scotland 

763 James vi (1567-1625), After Accession (1603-1625), 

Thirty-Shillings, Type I with Scottish arms in I si and 4th 

quarters, mm. thistle, obverse King on horseback left, 

thistle on housings (S 5504; cf. SCBI 35. 1363). Slight 

weakness at centres, otherwise sharp very fine (£200-250) 

764 .lAMt-.S VI, After Accession. Thirty-Shillings, mm. thistle, a 

similar coin from different dies (S 5504; cf. SCBI, 35. 

1363). Centres nearly fat otherwise fine, legends nearly 

very fine (L50-60) 



Ireland 

765 Chari.ts I (1625-1649), Third Coinage (1637-1642), 

Tliirty-Shillings, Type IV, Faleoner's seeond issue with F, 

obverse mm. thistle with leaves, large and small (latter 

punched over a stop 7), King on horseback left, smooth 

ground below, F below horses rear hind leg, reverse mm. 

large thistle with leaves, shield with Scottish arms in 1st 

and 4th quarters, Scottish crown (lis at centre) above, 

five-pointed star above to left and six-pointed to right (S 

5555; SCSI 35, 1497; Murray, BNJ XXXIX (1970), 4). 

Usual flaw at top. almost extremely flue, rare thus 

(£300-400) 

766 Charles i. Third Coinage, Thirty-Shillings, Type V, 

Falconer’s anonymous issue, obverse mm. thistle with 

leaves. King on horseback left, grassy ground below, 

reverse mm. thistle, Scottish crown above shield with 

Scottish arms in 1st and 4th quarters, small lettering, harp 

double-cut (S 5557; SCBI 35, 1519; Murray 4). Almost 

extremely fine (£250-300) 

767 George hi. Pattern, 1799, in silver by Col. W. Fullerton 

(later Govenor of Trinidad), obverse bust of Prince of Wales 

left, as Seneschal of Scotland, signed Milton below, 

GEORGIYS P(RINCEPS)S(ENESCHALLUS) S(COTIAE) 

C(ornubia) d(ux) 1799, reverse crucifrom shields, plumes 

in angles, br(unsvicensis) l(uneburgensis) pr(inceps) 

E(T) REG(NI) SC(OTIAE) ET SEN(ESCHALLUS) COR(NUBIA) DUX, 

edge plain (.see Stewart 264; Montagu 939; see Forrer ii, 170 

and IV, 82-84, for comprehensive details of this issue). 

IhilUant and toned, a later strikinit but very rare 
(£400-500) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

'I'he (ircal Rebellion 

768 Coinage of the Lords J u.stices. Issue of 1642 (sometime 

called Inchiquin Money), an irregular polygon (229.6 

grains), stamped 9dw I6gr within plain and beaded circle 

both sides (S 6533). Slight weakness both sides otherwise 

very fine, very rare (£2,000-2,500) 

Ex Capl. R.D. Wills, Lot 661 
Sec inside back cover colour illustration 

769 Coinage of the Lords Justices, Issue of 1643 (sometime 

called Dublin Money), an irregular polygon (231.1 grains) 

stamped II S vi D within plain and beaded circle both sides (S 

6543). Very fine and very rare (£2,500-3.000) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

770 Coinage of the Lords Justices, Issue of 1643-4 

(sometime called Ormonde Money), obverse large crown, 

above C R, reverse large II s VI d, plain and beaded circles 

both sides, 214.0 grains (S 6545, these dies illustrated). 

The die flaw in the crown shown in the illustration a trijle 

more developed and with trace of dotible striking on 

reverse, very fine and rare (£600-750) 

Sec inside back cover colour illustralion 
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771 Coinage OF THE Lords Justices. Ormonde's Silver 

Coinage of 1649, issued after the death of Charles 1, 

obverse large crown, [car iij D G mag br[it], reverse lls vi 

D, f[ra ethib r]ex f d & c, X comprised interlinked C's, 

lis stops both sides, 205.4 grains (S 6554, these dies 

illustrated). Obverse half flat and half fine, reverse half flat 

and half very fine, very rare (£2,000-2.500) 

A COLLECTION OF COINS OF 
CHARLES I 

Tower Mint 

773 Unite, group D, mm. crown (N 2153; S 2693A). Die flaws 

both sides and slightly double struck, otherwise very fine 

(£220-250) 

Ex Dr A.N. Brushfield. Lot 178 
See inside back cover colour illustration 

772 Issues of the Confederate Catholics, Issue of 1643-4 

(sometime called Rebel Money), obverse large cross within 

plain and beaded circle, small star between (12 o’clock), 

reverse II s VI D within plain and beaded circle, 187.4 grains 

(S 6559. these dies illustrated). Reverse scored and finely 

scratched overall both sides, good fine, very rare 

(£3,000-4,000) 

Ex Dr A.N. Brushfield, Lot 172 

774 Double Crown, Group B. mm. heart (over vertical anchor 

obverse) (N 2164; S 2697A). Slightly crimped, fine 

(£180-200) 

775 Crown. Group B, mm. castle (N 2181;S 2704). Obverse 

legend double struck in places, very fine (£180-200) 

776 Crown. Group I. mm. lis (N 2190; .S 2753; Cooper dies 1 ! 

I). Obverse flue, reverse belter (1220-200) 

LS 



Ill Crown, Group II, nun. ro.se (over plume), reverse plume 

lielween CR above shield (N 2192; S 2756; Cooper dies 

X/XIII), Beiler than fine (£240-280) 

782 Crown, Brioi's first milled coinage, mm. li and flower on 

obverse. B on reverse (N 2298; S 2852). Nearly very fne 

(£500-600) 

778 Crown, Group II, mm. harp, similar to last but without 

plume above shield (N 2193; S 2755; Cooper dies XI / XV). 

Nearly very fine (£250-300) 

779 Crown, Group III, mm. portcullis, reverse plume above 

shield (N 2196; S 2759; Cooper Dies XIV / XVIII) Fine 
(£240 -280) 

780 Crown, Group IV, mm. eye (N 2198; S 2838; Cooper dies 
XII / XXXV). Fair (£60-70) 

78 I Crown, Group IV, mm. sun (N 2198; S 2838; Cooper dies 
XXIV / XXXVII). Fine (£240-280) 

783 Halpcrown, Group I. mm. lis, horse without rose and 

groundline (N 2201; S 2762). Nearly very fine (£120-150) 

784 Halfcrown, Group II, mm. harp (N 2207; S 2769). 

Nearly very fine (£60-80) 

785 Halfcrowns. Group III (4), mm’s crown and tun (3 - I over 

crown on obverse) (N 2209; S 2771) [4]. First poor, others 
fine or better (£90-110) 

786 Halfcrowns. Group III (2), mm's anchor to riszht and 

triangle (N 2211; S 2773) [2]. Fine (£60-70) 

787 Halfcrown. Group III . mm. star (over triangle obverse), 

similar to last, but with grounil below horse (N 2212; S 

2774). Nearly very fine, scarce with this mintntark 
(£80-100) 

788 Halfcrowns. Group III (3), mm’s (P), (R) and sun (N 2213; 
S 2840) |3|. Fair to fine (£60-80) 
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789 Halfcrowns. Group IV, mm's star and triangle in circle (N 

2214; S 2775) [2], Fine {£50-70} 

790 Halfcrowns. Group V (2). mm's sun and sceptre (N 2215; 

S 2842) [2J. About fine, second clipped (£30-40) 

791 Halfcrown, Briot's first milled coinage, mm. Band flower 

on obverse. B on reverse (N 2299; S 2853). Flan flawed 

on edge at six o' clock and fields tooled, otherwise very fine 

(£180-220) 

792 Shilling, Group A, mm. lis (N 2216; S 2776 A; Sharp A 

2/1). Fine (£40-50) 

793 Shilling, Group B. mm. cross calvary (N 2216; S 2779; 

Sharp B I/I). Partly double struck, otherwise better than 

fine (£50-60) 

794 Shillings, Group C, mm. plume (2-N 2221; S 2783; Sharp C 

2/1) [2]. Fine (£70-80) 

795 Shilling, Group C, mm. rose, reverse tall lis between CR, 

no stops (N 2221; S 2783; Sharp C 2/3). Nearly very fine 

(£60-70) 

796 Shili.ngs, Group D (3), mm’s harp (2) and portcullis (N 

2223; S 2785; Sharp D 2/1 (2) and D 4/1) [3]. Fine 

(£90-110) 

797 Shillings. Group D (5), mm's bell (2). crown (2) and tun (N 

2225; S 2787; Sharp E 1/1 (2) and E 2/2 (3)) |51. Fair to 

fine (£70-90) 

800 Shillings. Group F (3) . mm.s (P) and sun (2) {N 2231; S 

2843; Sharp G 1/2 and N 2232; S 2843; Sharp G 2/2 (2)) [3] 

Two fine, one very fine (illustrated) (£100-120) 

801 Shillings, Group G. mm. sceptre (3) (N 2233; S 2844; 

Sharp H I/I and N 2234 (2); S 2845 and 2845A; Sharp H 

2/1 and H 3/1) [3]. Fine to very fine (£120-150) 

802 Shilling, Briot's second milled coinage, mm. anchor and B 

(N 2305; S 2859). Fair (£20-30) 

803 Sixpence, Group A, 1625, mm. lis (N 2235; S 2794). Fine 

(£40-50) 

804 Sixpences, Group C, mm. rose (2), one with plume above 

shield (N 2238; S 2797 and N 2239; S 2798) [2]. Fine 

(£70-80) 

805 Sixpence, Group C, mm. rose (over plume obverse), plume 

above shield (N 2239; S 2798). Very fine (£100-120) 

806 Sixpence. Group D . mm.harp (N 2240; S 2799). Very fine 

(£50-60) 

807 Sixpences, Group D (2), mm.s crown and tun (N 2241; S 

2800). Fine (£30-40) 

808 Sixpences, Group E (3). double arched crown, mm. tun (N 

2243; S 2802) and single arched crown (2). mm’s anchor (to 

right) and triangle (N 2245; S 2803) 13|. Fine (£40-50) 

798 Shillings. Group E (6), mm's tun (3) and anchor (3) (N 

2227; S 2789; Sharp 1' 2/1 (2. small and large mark of 

value), N 2229; S 2792, Sharp F 3/1 (2) and N 2230/1; S 

2790; Sharp !• 5/1(2)) |6|. One clipped and one pierced, 

otherwise mostly fine (£90-110) 

SiXPENCi;, Group h. mm. irianglc. inverted .A instead of V 

in mark of value (N 2246; S 2805). Obverse struck from a 

scoured die. nearly very fine, the error unusual (£.‘i0-60) 

799 Shu.LINGS, Group E (5), mm.s Irianglc, slar (2) and Irianglc 

in circle (2) (N 2231; S 2793; Sharp G 1/2) |5|. One 

dnidile \iruek and one clipped, otherwise fine (£70-00) 

809 
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810 SiXi’l'NCivS. (2), Cirotip !•, miii. irianglc (N 2246; S 2805) 

aiul group C!. mm. (k) (N 2247; S 2847) |2|. i'ini- and 

nearly .u> (11.10-40) 

81 I Sixpence, Briot’s first milled coinage, mm. flower and B 

(obverse only) (N 2301; S 2855). Very fine (£100-120) 

812 Sixpence, Briot’s second milled coinage, mm. anchor (N 

2306; S 2860). Very fine (£60-70) 

818 HAl,E-PoUN6, 1642, mm. plume without coronet (obverse 

only), Shrewsbury horseman riding over arms, rever.se three 

Shrewsbury plumes above declaration, date below (N 2368; 

S 2924; Morr. F3). Fine (£300-350) 

Ex Archbishop Sharp (lot 101). 
Illustration reduced. 

8 13 Halfgroats, Group A (3), mm.s lis (without beaded inner 

circle on reverse) and cross calvary (2) (N 2248, S 2806) 

[3]. Fine to very fine (£80-90) 

814 Halfgroats (8), Group D (7), mm’s harp, portcullis, crown 

(2), anchor, star and (R) and Group G, mm. sun (over eye) 

[8]. Fine (£60-70) 

815 Pennies (7), Group A, no mm. , Group B, mm. plume, 

without inner circles. Group D, no mm. and group E, no 

mm. (3) and a Halfpenny [8]. Fine (£60-70) 

Aberystwyth Mint 

816 Groats (2). large bust (N 2337; S 2891) and small bust (N 

2339; S 2893), Threepence (N 2340; S 2894) and 

Half-Groat (N 2342; S 2900), all mm. book [4]. Fine to 
very fine (£120-150) 

819 Crown, 1642, Shrewsbury horseman, groundline below, 

Shrewsbury plume in field, reverse three Shrewsbury plumes 

above declaration, date below (N 2370; S 2926; Morr. B 5). 

Fine (£300-350) 

Shrewsbury Mint 

817 Half-Pound,1642, horseman as Tower type 3, plume in 

field, reverse three plumes above declaration, date (with 

large space between 6 and 4) below (N 2364; S292(); Morr 

A6). Obverse about fine, rever.se better, rare (£300-350) 

820 Halfcrown, 1642, Aberyswyth horseman, plume in field, 

reverse three plumes above declaration, date below (N 

2372; S 2928; Morr. B4). Fine, rare (£280-320) 
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Oxford Mint 

821 Triple-Unite, 1643, bust left with scarf, below olive 

branch, mm. plume with bands, reverse declaration on a 

scroll in three lines relic prot leg angl angl liber par, 

colon stops on reverse (SCBI Brooker 836: N 2383; SC 25; 

S 2726). Has been expertly and neatly repaired between 

plume and CAROLVS, edge flaw at 3 o’clock, lightly tooled in 

some places, a bold, full and attractive coin, good very fine, 

very rare (£3,000-3,500) 

See inside front cover colour illustration 

822 Pound, 1642, mm. Oxford plume (obverse only), 

Shrewsbury horseman riding over arms and cannon, Oxford 

plume in field, reverse three Oxford plumes above 

declaration, date below (N 2398; S 2940; Morr. B2). Fine 

(£600-700) 

Illustration reduced 

823 Mali -Pound, 1642, mm. Oxford pitime (obverse only), 

Shrewsbury horseman riding over arms, Oxford pltime in 

field, reverse three Oxford |ilutnes above decltirtitioti, date 

below (N 2404; S 2945; Morr. A2). Very fine (£550-600) 

824 Crown, 1642, Shrewsbury horseman, groundline below, 

Shrewsbury plume in field (a Shrewsbury die), reverse three 

Oxford plumes above declaration, date below (N 2405; S 

2946; Morr. AI but from a different reverse die, the date 

being placed higher). The reverse slightly double struck, 

otherwise better than fine (£300-350) 

825 Halfcrown, 1643, mm. plume (obverse only), Oxford 

horseman, Oxford plume in field,reverse three Oxford 

plumes above declaration, date below (N 2413; S2954, 

Morr. D-). A few flan flaws, fine (£100-120) 

826 Halfcrown, 1646, mm. Oxford plume (obverse only), 

Briot style horseman riding on pebbly ground, Oxford 

plume in field, reverse three Oxford plumes above 

declaration, date and OX below (N 2432; S 2966; similar to 

Morr. Bl but obverse reads FRA). Rever.se double struck, 

about fine (£80-100) 

827 Shilling, 1643, mm. Oxford plume (obverse only), 

reverse three Oxford plumes above declaration, date below 

(N 2440; S 2972; Morr. B2). Fine (£70-90) 

828 Shilling, 1643, similar lo last , slightly clipped and 

pierced. Centre of a shilling, 1644, script numerals, OX 

below. Sixpence, 1643, Aberyswyth ob\'ersc, reverse three 

small Shrewsbury plumes above declaration. Groat, 1644, 

reverse plume and two lis above declaration, pierced. 

Threepence, 1646/4. three lis aboxe declaration and 

Half-Groat, reverse mm, lis. plume in cenire |6|. The 

I'lireepence very flue (£100-120) 

lllusIraliDii rcdticoil. 



Bristol Mint 

82‘> llAi.i c KOWN. 1643, mill. OxI'oiJ pkmio. Oxford liorsciiian. 
Oxford Illume in field (an Oxford die), reverse three large 
ehinipy plumes aliove deelaration, date below (N 2483 but 
four pellets before reverse legend; S 3003; as Morr. A2 but 
deelaration more full and without the group of four pellets). 
h'Uin flaws on obverse, eentre of reverse weak, otherwise 
very fine, the reverse .seenhnf>ly anreeorded (£3()()-J5()) 

830 H.alfcrown, 1644, obverse mm. small plume, Bristol 
horseman, small plume in field, reverse mm. BR 
monogram, three Bristol plumes above declaration, date 
below (N 2489; S 3007; Morr Bl). Very fine (£300-350) 

834 Crown, 1645, mm, castle (N 2561; .S 3975; Besly 
D30). Very fine (£300-350) 

835 Groat and Threpence, both 1644, mm. rose |2]. Very' 
fine and about fine (£120-150) 

York Mint 
Chester Mint 

831 Halfcrowns (2), type 6, plugged at top, obverse 
scratched and type 7, nearly very fine. Shillings (2), type 4, 
nearly very fine but scratched by mark of value, and type 5, 
severely clipped and threepence, buckled, all mm. lion [5] 
(£80-100) 

Exeter Mint 

832 Crown, mm. rose (N 2532; S 3046; Besly C4). Nearlv 
very fine (£300-350) 

833 Crown, 1644, mm. ro.se (N2557; S .3071, Besly C9). Very 
fine (£350-400) 

836 Halfcrown, reverse mm. cinquefoil, crowned oval shield 
with lion’s skin garniture (N 2628; S 3131). A few 
scratches at flat at bottom but very fine, rare (£700-800) 

837 Halfcrown, obverse from same die as last, reverse mm. 
cinquefoil, crowned square topped shield with crowned CR at 
sides (N 2629; S 3132). Nearly very fine, very rare 
(£700-800) 

Worcester Mint 

838 Threepence (N 2624; S 3117). Doubly pierced at top, 
leverse double struck and weak but the portrait very clear 
(£50-60) 
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Uncertain (Hereford ?) Mint 

839 Halfcrown, 1645, reverse oval shield within garter, 

supported by lion and unicorn, crown and CR above, date 

below (N 2359; S 2915). Obverse poor, reverse cihoia fair, 

extremely rare (£100-150) 

From the wreck of H.M.S. Feversham. lost off Nova Scotia 1711. 

843 Ninepence, 1645 (N 2641; S 3144). Pierced, otherwise 

very fine (£180-220) 

West County Mint 

840 Shilling. 1645, obverse mm. small plume, plumelet in 
field, reverse mm. A, three plumes above declaration, date 
and A below (N 2519; S 3035). Nearly very fine, very rare 

(£500-600) 

Sieges of Newark 

841 Halfcrown, 1646 (N 2638; S 3140). Nearly very fine 

(£350-400) 

844 Sixpence, 1646 (N 2642; S 3146). Plugged at top 

otherwise fair to fine (£60-80) 

Sieges of Pontefract 

845 Shilling, 1648, reverse hand holding a sword protruding 
from castle (N 2646; S 3148). Plugged at top and bottom, 

otherwise very fine, rare (£300-400) 

842 Shilling, 1645 (N 2640; S 3143). Nearly very fine 

(L300-350) 

846 Shilling. 1648, similar to last but mark of value between 

PC’ in place of hand and sword (N 2647; S 3149). Plugged 

at lop, otherwise nearly very fne, rare (£300-350) 
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847 Shii.ling, 1648 (1649 new style), similar to last but reverse 

slriiek in name of Charles II and with eannon protruding 

from castle (N 2648; S 3150). Fair only (£100-120) 

A COLLKCTION of BRITANNIA GROATS 
Including Patterns and Proofs 

All illusiralions enlarged 

William IV 

848 1836 (E.SC 1918; S 3827). Lifiluly cleaned, otherwise 

)>ood extremely fine (£30-40) 

849 1836 (ESC 1918; S Good extremely fine, toned 

(£30-40) 

850 1836 Proof with milled edge (ESC 19I9-R-2; SC 10). 

About as struck, very rare (£250-350) 

851 1836 Proof with plain edge (ESC 1920; SC 15). About as 

struck, rare, toned (£250-300) 

852 1836 Pattern, four pence continuous, milled edge (ESC 

I924-R3). Good extremelv fine, lightlx cleaned, very rare 
(£400-600) 

853 1836 Pattern, similar, but plain edge (ESC I925-R3). 

Lightly cleaned, goad extremely fine, very rare (£400-600) 
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854 864 1836 Pattern, 4 and P either side of Britannia, milled edge 

(ESC I926-R3). Good extremely fine, very rare, toned 

(£500-600) 

1839 Proof, plain edge as issued in the sets (ESC 1933; SC 

35). Some surface marks, otherwise about as struck, .scarce 

(£100-150) 

855 1837 (ESC 1922; SC 30) [2]. About extremely fine 

(£40-60) 

856 1837 (ESC 1922; SC 30). Good extremely fine (£30-40) 

857 1837 Proof, plain edge (ESC 1923A-R4; SC 40). About 

as struck, extremely rare (£400-500) 

Victoria 

858 1837 Proof or Pattern, edge milled, reverse inverted (ESC 

I929A-R6; SC 5). About extremely fine, excessively rare, 

one of the finest examples known (£1,500-1.800) 

859 1838 (ESC 19.30; SC 15; S 3913) 12|. One almost as 

struck, toned, the othergood extremely fine, lii’hlly cleaned 

at some time (£30-40) 

860 1838 8 over horizontal 8 (ESC I93IA; SC 25; S 3913). 

Good extremely fine, toned, rare (£60- 80) 

861 1838 8 over horizontal 8 (ESC 193IA; SC 25; S 3913). 

Good extremely fine, lifthtly cleaned at some time, rare 

865 1839 Proof, reverse inverted (ESC 1933A; SC 40). A few 

edge marks, about as struck, toned, very rare (£120-150) 

866 1840 (ESC 1934; SC 45; S 3913) [2]. One about as 

struck, lightly toned, the other almost extremely fine 

(£40-60) 

867 1841 over inverted I, which give the apperance of an 

Arabic i (ESC 1935; SC 50; S 3913). Extremely fine, lightly 

cleaned at some time, rare (£40-60) 

868 1841 with the last 1 misaligned with the rest of the date 

(ESC—; SC—; S 3913) |2]. Extremely fine and good very 

fine, first lightly cleaned (£40-60) 
Although E,SC & SC only note the one date type, the above coins do 
not appear to be overdates 

869 1842 (ESC 1936; SC 55; S 3913). Extremely fine (£30-40) 

862 1839 (ESC 1932; SC .30; S 3913). Good extremely fine, 

toned (1:30-40) 870 1842 (ESC 1936; SC 55; S 3913) 12|. Extremely fine and 

good very fine (£30-40) 

87 I 863 1839 (I.SC 1932; SC .30; S 3913). Good extremely fine, 

lighlb rh tilled at some lime 11(30 40) 
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872 1842 Proof with plain edge (ESC I937-F^3; SC 60). 

Ahoiii iix struck, extremely rare, toned (£200-JOG) 

873 1843 (ESC 1938; SC 70; S 3913). Good very fine 

(£20-30) 

874 1843 (ESC 1938; SC 70; S 3913). Die flaw above 

Britannia and on 8 of date, almost extremely fine (£20-30) 

875 1844 (ESC 1939; SC 80; S 3913). Almost extremely fine, 

lightly cleaned (£30-40) 

876 1844 (ESC 1939; SC 80; S 39\3). Almost extremely fine, 
toned (£30-40) 

877 1845 (ESC 1940; SC 85; S 3913) [2]. Good very fine 
(£40-60) 

878 1846 (ESC 1941; SC 90; S 3913). Extremely fine, toned 
(£30-40) 

879 1846 (ESC 1941; SC 90; S 3913). Almost extremely fine, 
toned (£20-30) 

880 1847/6 (ESC 1942-R4; SC 95; S 3913). About extremely 

fine, toned, extremely rare (£80-120) 

881 1847/6 (ESC I942-R4; SC 95; S 3913). About very fine, 

cleaned, extremely rare, overdate obivious (£60-80) 

882 1847/8/6 ? ihe 7 is over an 8, and this seems to be over 

another digit under this, either a 8 or a 6 (ESC-; SC-; S-). 

Lightly cleaned, almost extremely fine, unrecorded caul 
excessively rare (£300-400) 
Bought Seaby's 1974, sold as a 1847/8/6 

883 1848 & 1848/6 (ESC 1943, 1944; SC 100, 105; S 

3913) [2|. Alnicm extremely fine, toned and very fine, last 
rare (£60-80) 

884 1848/6 (ESC 1944; SC 105). Good very fine. rare, toned 
(£40-60) 

885 1848/6 (ESC 1944; SC 105). I'his coin has the 

apperance of a proof or an early striking, unrecorded in 

proof, some cabinet wear, extremely fine, toned (£100-150) 

886 1848/7 (E.SC I944A; .SC 110). About extremely fine, 

toned, rare (£50-6)0) 

887 1849 (ESC 1945; SC I 15; S 3913). About extremely fine, 

toned, scarce (£30-50) 

888 1849 (E.SC 1945; SC 115; S 3913). There seems to be a 

underlying digit on the last figure, possibly an 8, extremely 

fine, lightly cleaned (£30-50) 

889 1849/8 (ESC 1946; SC 120). Extremely fine, lightly 

cleaned, rare (£40-6)0) 

890 1851 (ESC 1947; SC 125; S 3913). Extremely fine, lightly 

cleaned, rare (£200-300) 

891 1851 (ESC 1947; SC 125; S 3913). Almost extremely fine, 

toned, rare (£150-200) 
Bought Seaby’s 1974 (£40) 

892 1852 (ESC I948-R3; SC 130; S 3913). Some surface 

marks, lightly cleaned, about extremely fine, extremely rare 
(£250-300) 

893 1852 (ESC 1948-R3; SC 130; S 39\3).Very fine, has been 

cleaned, extreniely rare (£180-220) 

The 2 diiters on this example to the previous coin 

894 1853 Prool, milled edge, as i.ssued in the sets (ESC 1950; 

SC 140; S 3913). About as struck, toned, rare (£200-300) 
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895 1853 Proof, milled edge, as issued in the sets (ESC 1950; 

SC 140; S 3913). About as struck, lightly cleaned, 

beginning to tone, rare (£200-300) 

896 1854 (ESC 1954; SC 150; S 3913) [2], About extremely 

fine and nearly so. both lightly cleaned (£40-60) 

897 1855 (ESC 1953; SC 155; S 3913) [2], One with diefiaw 

on reverse at 8 o’clock, both good extremelv fine, toned 

(£40-60)- 

898 1855 (ESC 1953; SC 155; S 3913). Slight scratch in 

field behind head, extremely fine, last 5 in date filled at top 

(£30-40) 

899 1855/6 ? (ESC—; SC—). The digit under the 5 is unclear, 

possibly a 6. about extremely fine, lightly cleaned (£30-40) 

900 1857 Proof (ESC 1954-R6; SC 160; S 3913). Almost as 

struck, toned, excessivley rare (£600-800) 

901 1862 Proof, with plain edge (ESC 1955A-R3; SC 170). 

Good extremely fine, toned, very rare (£400-500) 

902 1888 (ESC 1956; SC 175; S 3930). Almost as struck 

(£30-50) 

For use in British Guiana 

903 1888 (ESC 1956; SC 175; S 3930). Good extremely fine 

(£30-50) 

For use in British Guiana 

904 1888 Proof (E.SC I956-R4). A few surface marks, has 

been lightly cleaned at some time, now with a blue/grey 

tone, extremelv rare I £300-400) 

BRITISH COINS 

Edward I 

905 Groat, Variety b (Fox 6), with crown with four crescents 

carrying pearl ornaments, obverse bust within quatrefoil 

with rosettes in spandrils and on breast, triple pellet stops, 

reverse contraction mark after HIBN (N 1008; S 1379; SCSI. 

39, 6). Contemporary gilding mostly missing on obverse, 

has had centra! stud mount removed on reverse, fine and 

very rare (£800-1,000) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

Henry VIII 

Third Coinage 

906 Testoon, Tower, mm. annulet with pellet and lis both sides, 

obverse HENRic viii Dl GRA AGE FRA z HIB, Lombardic letters 

and saltire stops (double after VIII), reverse posvi devm 
ADiVTOREVM MEVM, Roman letters and double saltire stops 

(N 1841; S 2364). Almost very fine, rare (£700-800) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

Edward VI 

Third Period 

907 SttVERF.iGN, Half-length figure of King right, reverse 

crowned shield, mm. tun (SC 15; S 2450). ,4 little weak 

between orb and chest and on reverse below shield, almost 

very fine, rare (£1.500-2,000) 
Sec inside front cover colour illustration 
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I^hilip and Mary 

9()S Ckown, Fine Silver Issue, 

Very fine (£400-500) 

1531. mm. y (SC 25; S 2478). 

909 Crown, Fine Silver Issue. 1551, mm. y (SC 25; S 

2478).Very fine (£400-500) 

9 I 2 .SiIII.I.ING, undated, with lull titles, obverse busts lacing each 

other, reverse oval garnished shield with arms of Spain and 

England, crown above dividing mark of value XII (N 1967; 

•SC 5; .S 2498). liny split (H o'clock), obverse with 

lef’eitcl slightly double struck, nearly very fine, reverse 

better (£400-500) 
See inside back cover colour illustration 

913 Shilling, 1555. types similar but with English titles only 

and inner circles both sides (N 1968; SC 20; S 2501). 

Small edge split (5 o'clock), fine (£200-250) 

910 Crown, Fine Silver Issue, 1552, mm. tun (SC 40; S 

2478).14'cini in centre, otherwise very fine, rare (£500-700) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

91 I Halfcrown, 1551, walking horse with plume, mm. y (SC 

30; S 2479). Good fine, toned (£250-300) 

914 Sixpence, 1555, without mm., English titles only, inner 

circles (engravers line ?), both sides (N 1971; SC 10; S 

2506). Scratched on and above Philip's head, otherwise 
very fine, rare (£400-500) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

Elizabeth I 
Fifth Issue 

9 I 5 Sovereign of Thirty Shillings. Queen enthroned holding 

oib and sceptre, reverse coat ol arms in Tudor rose mm A 

(N 2003; SC 10; S 2529). Possibly gilt at .some time, about 
very fine, rare (£!,500-2,000) 

See inside front cover colour illustration 
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Sixth Issue 

916 Crown, mm. 1 (N 2012; SC 25; S 2582). A liltle weak in 

centre, very fine (£500-700) 

9 1 7 Crown, mm. 1 (N 2012; SC 25; S 2582). Portrait worn on 

cheek, very fine, toned, rare (£500-700) 

920 Halfcrown, mm. 1 (N 2013; SC 30; S 2583). Very fine, 

reverse scored in field of first quarter, toned, rare 

(£300-400) 

921 Halfcrown, mm. 1 (N 2013; SC 30; S 2583). Very fine, 

clear portrait, attractive (£500-700) 

Milled Coinage 

9 1 8 Crown, mm. 1 (N 2012; SC 25; S 2582). Portrait worn on 

cheek, fine, fan split at 3 o'clock (£300-400) 

922 Shilling, mm. star, intermediate size, 30mm. (SC 30) 

Very fine, grey even tone (£200-300) 

James I 

First Coinage 

919 Crown, mm. 2 (N 2012; SC 25; S 2582). Poriraii worn, 

fine, rare (£300-400) 

923 C'rown, mm. thistle (N 2070; SC 40; S 2643). Reverse 

fine, obverse ahout fine, very rare (£250-300) 
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Second Coinage 

924 Rose-R>'A1., King enthroned holding orb and sceptre, min. 

mullet, reverse shield on rose (N 2079; SC 5; S 2613). 

Slight crease from 5 to II o'clock, obverse very fine, reverse 

belter, rare (£1,200-1,500) 
See inside I'ronl cover colour illustration 

928 Crown, small crowned rose on rear of horse, plume over 

shield, mm. lis (N 2121; SC 30; S 2665). Rather worn on 

King and horse, fair, legend fine or better, reverse fine, 

.scarce (£200-250) 

Ex Norweb, Part Three. Lot 950 
See inside back cover colour illustration 

925 Unite, Fourth bust, mm. tower (SC 20). A little flat in 

places, better than very fine (£400-600) 
See inside front cover colour illustration 

926 Crown, mm. rose (N 2097; SC 45; S 2652). Fine, very 
rare (£250-300) 

929 Crown, mm. trefoil, no plumes over shield (N 2120; SC 

50; S 2664). About fine (£140-180) 

Exeter Mint 

Charles I 

Third Coinage 

927 Laurel, Fourth bust, mm. trefoil (SC 45). Weak in places, 

somewhat double struck, almost very fine (£300-400) 
930 Crown, mm. rose (N 2532; 

(£200-250) 
S 3046; Besly C4). Good fine 
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Commonwealth Oliver Cromwell 

93 1 Crown, 1653 (ESC 6; S 3214). Almost \er\ fine 

{£300-500} 

935 Lord Protector. Crown. 1658/7, by Thomas Simon (N 

2745; ESC 10; SC 5; S 3226). Very early die flaw, some 

wear to the hair and laurel, good very fine, toned 

(£600-800) 

932 Crown. 1653 (ESC 6; S 3214). Good very fine, dark tone 

{£600-800} 

936 Lord Protector. Crown, 1658/7, by Thomas Simon (N 

2745; ESC 10; SC 5; S 3226). Early stage of die Jlaw. light 

wear to the high points, extremely fine, toned {£800-1,000} 

933 Haeecrown. 1653, mm. sun (S 3215). Obverse a little fiat 

on top of shield and laurel, die flaw on the N of ENGLAND, 

reverse a little double struck, very fine or better, toned 

{£150-200} 

934 Sliii.l.lNr;, 1658, mm. anchor (SC 10; S 3218). Only fair, 

has been dipped, extremely rare {£100-150} 

937 Lord Protector. Halfcrown, 1658, by Thomas Simon 

(ESC 447; S 3221 A). Extremely fine, toned {£600-800} 

Sec inside back cover colour illustration 

938 Lord Proti-ctor. llalt'crown, 1658, by Thotiias Sitnon 

(ESC 447; S 3227A). Extremely fine, toned (£600-800} 
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939 Lord Proti-X'TOR. Shilling, 1638. by Thomas Simon (ESC 

1003; SC 3: S 3228). Good e.xireinely fine, toned 

(f600-m)) 

941 Shilling, mm. crown on obverse only, without inner circles 

or mark of value (N 2672; S 3308; ESC 1009). Bust 

smoothed otherwise very fine (£250-300) 

First bust 

M2 Five-Guineas, 1677 nono (SC 80; S 3328). Ahnoxt very 
fine (£HO0-1.200} 

943 Crown, 1662, rose below, edge undated (ESC 13; SC 5; S 

3330). Obverse wear to the hif’h points, better than very 

fine, reverse with die flaw on fonth cpiarter, good very ftne, 

toned (£250-300) 

944 Crown, 1662, ro.se below, edge dated 1662 (ESC 17; SC 

20; S 3331). Two scratches in obverse field, a full 

attractive coin, very fine, tuned, scarce (£300-400) 

943 Crown. 1663 (ESC 22; SC 43; S 3334). Some wear to 

hair, die flaw on reverse legend .4 of mag. better than very 
fine, toned (£250-300) 

946 Shilling, 1663 (ESC 1022; SC 3; SC 3372). Light cabinet 

wear, good extremely fine, proof-like fields, toned 
(£300-500) 

940 Lord Protector. Shilling, 1638, by Thomas Simon (ESC 

1003; SC 3; S 3228). Good extremely fine, toned 

(£600-800) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

Charles II 
Hammered Issue 
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947 Shilling, 1666, elephant below (ESC 1026-R2; SC 45; S 

3373). Some wear to hair and laurel, last two digits of date 

weak, good very fine, toned, very rare (£300-400) 

Second bust 

948 Crown, 1664, edge dated xvi (ESC 28; SC 70). Very fine or 

better, attractive tone (£150-200) 

949 Crown, 1666 xviii, elephant below (ESC 33; SC 1 15; S 

3356). A hold very fine, toned, rare (£300-400) 

951 Crown, 1670 over 69 vicesimo secvndo (ESC 41; SC 160; 

S 3357). Good very fine, toned (£250-300) 

Ex A. Wallis. M.A. Brigg. H.M. Lingl'ord and Lord Hamilton 
Collections 

952 Shilling, 1668 (ESC 1030; SC 65). Light wear to the high 

points, almost extremely fine, toned, attractive (£150-200) 

953 Shilling. 1671, plume below bust and centre of reverse 

(ESC 1035-R2; SC 95; S 3316). Some wear to high points, 

weak in places on reverse, better than very fine, toned, very 

rare (£400-600) 

954 Shilling, 1679, plume below bust and centre of reverse 

(ESC 1056-R3; SC 220; S 3376). Edge a little fat at 12 

o'clock, almost extremely fine, very rare (£600-800) 

950 Crown. 1668/7 vici-.siMO (ESC 37; SC 140). Very fine, very 

rare (£250-.iOO) 

Third bust 

955 Guinea, 1670 (SC 70; S 3342). Has been lightly cleaned 

at some lime, some evidence of tooling below the bust, 

otherwise almost extremely fine, attractive (£300-400) 

.See inside I'ronl cover illustration 
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9S6 HAI.I CROWN, 1666 over 4, elephant below bust (ESC 462; 

SC 55). Very fine, very rare (£5()()-7()0) 

Fourth bust 

960 Crown, 1687 thrtio (ESC 78; SC 15; S 3407). Lif'lii 

adjiistmenl marks an laurel, first two dif’hs of date weak, 

ll/jlit hayniarklnfi, otherwise extremely fine, toned, 

attractive coin (£300-350} 

957 Crown, 1680 tricesimo secvndo (ESC 50; SC 275; S 

3358). Die flaw on obverse by G ofGRATtA, light adjustment 

marks from 7 to 9 o'clock, good very fine or better, 

attractive tone, very rare (£400-600) 

Crown, 1687 tertio (ESC 78; SC 15; S 3407). Slight 

hay marking, very fine or better, but weak (£200-300) 

Ex Wakley. Lockett, Paget and Lingl'ord Collections 

958 Shilling, 1683 (ESC I065-R2; SC 270; S 3375). Veiyfne, 
very rare (£150-200) 

James II 

959 FIVE-GUINEA.S, 1687 tertio (SC 10; S 10). Light wear to 

the high points, very slight surface marks, about extrcmelv 
fine (£2,000-2,500) 

See inside from cover colour illustration 

962 Crown, 1688 qvarto (ESC 80; SC 25; S 3407), Light 

adjustment marks, about extremely fne, toned (£500-700) 

963 Halfcrown, 1685 primo (ESC 493; SC 5; S 3408). 

St latched in first quarter of reverse, good very fine, toned 
(£150-200) 
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964 Shilling, 1687/6, g of mag over a (ESC-; SC 50). Better 

than very pne and rare {£150-200) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 968 Crown, 1692, 2 over 2 inverted, qvarto (ESC 84-R3; SC 

20). Almost very fine, very rare (£300-400) 

Coincraft's Standard Catalogue states "Rarer than denoted in most 
catalogues". 

965 Tin Earthing, edge dated 1685 (S 3420). Test cut on edge 

?. very fine for issue, rare in this condition (£150-200) 

William and Maiy 

966 Five-Guinea.s, 1692 (SC 15; S 3422). Some light surface 

marks and light wear to the high points, almost extremely 

fine, attractive red tone (£3,000-3,500) 

See inside front cover colour illustration 

969 Crown, 1692, 2 over 2 inverted, qvinto (ESC 85; SC 25; S 

3433). Small cut on King's forehead, very fine, scarce 

(£200-250) 

970 Halfcrown, 1689, First shield, caul and interior frosted 

with pearls (ESC 503; SC 5; S 3434). Good very fine, toned 

(£120-150) 

967 Crown, 1691 ii.riio (liSC 82; SC 10; S 3433). Good very 

fine (£400-600) 

971 11 Al.FC'ROwN , 1693, 3 over 3 inverted. Second husts. 

Second reverse (FiSC 52I -R3; SC 70; S 3436). Very fine, 

very rare (£150-200) 
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972 Sixi>i;nci-, 1693 (ESC 1529; SC 5; S 3438). Good very fine 

({100-150) 

William III 

First bust 

973 Crown, 1695 septimo (ESC 86; SC 5; S 3470). Some light 

cabinet wear, good extremely fine, toned (£400-600) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

Third bust 

974 Crown, 1697 nono. Third harp (ESC 96-R3; SC 95). Only 

fine, but very rare (£150-200) 

975 Crown, 1700 dvodecimo (ESC 97; SC 100; S 3474). 

Light adjustment mark on top of laurel, extremelv 
fine,uneven tone (£300-400) 

See inside back cover colour illustration 

976 Crown, 1700 decimo TERTIO (ESC 98; SC 105; S 3474). 

Weak on bust, good very Jine, toned, rare (£300-400) 

977 Crown, 1700 decimo terto (ESC 98; SC I 10; S 3474). 

Some wear to the high points, otherwise almost extremely 

fine, toned, rare (£400-600) 

978 “Fine Work” Five-Guineas, 1701 (SC 20; S 3456). Hair 

flat on neck and tuncation, adjustment marks on date and 

shield of first quarter, otherwise extremelv fine 
(£2,000-2,500) 

See inside front cover colour illustration 

979 "Fine Work", Two-Guineas, 1701 (SC 5; S 3457). 

Almost extremely fine, attractive tone (£2,200-2,500) 
Sec inside trout cover colour illustration 
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Before Union 

Anne 

980 Crown, 1703 vigo (ESC 99; SC 5; S 3576). Some light 

surface marks, almost extremely fine, dark tone (£300-400) 

981 Crown, 1706 qvinto, rose and plumes (ESC 101; SC 15; S 

3578). Light cabinet wear, extremely fine, toned, rare 

(£400-500) 

982 Crown. 1707 sexto, roses and plumes (ESC 102; SC 20; S 

3578). Some surface marks and light wear, good very fine, 

toned (£300-400) 

984 Sixpence, 1703 vigo (ESC 1582; SC 5; S 3590). Good 

extremely fine, toned (£70-100) 

After Union 

985 Five-Guineas, 1713 (SC 40; S 3568). Light scratch 

across cheek, some surface marks, the edge lettering at 12 

o'clock faint (possiby mounted), lightly cleaned at some 

time, otherwise extremely fine, brilliant (£2,500-3,000) 
See inside front cover colour illustration 

986 Two-Guineas, 1711 (SC 10; S 3569). Very fine 

(£400-600) 

987 Guinea, 1714 (SC 100; S .3574). Very fine (£300-400) 

983 Slill.i.iNG. 1705 plumes (ESC 1 135; SC 40; S 3588). About 

as struck, toned, scarce (£200-300) 

988 IIai.e-Guine.a, 1713 (SC 50; S 3575). .Mniosi extremely 

fine (£500-700) 
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989 Crown. 1707 sexto, roses and plumes (ESC 102; SC 20; S '^93 Crown, 1720/18 si;xTO (ESC 113; SC 25; S 3639). Very 

3600). Adjustment marks on bust, weak on 17 oj' date, of 'xz/'e (1300-400) 

dud apperance, better than very fine (£250-300) 

990 Halfcrown. 1707 septimo (ESC 574; SC 50; S 3604). 

Light wear to high points, extremely fine, toned (£150-200) 

George I 

991 Guinea, 1715 (SC 10; S 3630). Light haymarking, almost 
extremely fine (£400-600) 

992 Crown, 1716 secvndo (ESC I 10; SC 5; S 3639). Very 

light haymarking, about extremely fine, toned (£500-700) 

994 Crown, 1723 ssc (ESC 1 14; SC 30; S 3640). Stain on 

laurel, has been lightly cleaned at some time, almost 

extremely fine (£500-700) 

995 Crown. 1726 ro.ses and plumes (ESC 115; SC 35; S 3639). 

Almost e.xtremelyjlne, toned, very rare (£400-600) 

996 Hai.I'crown. 1717 teriio. ro.ses and plumes (ESC 589; SC 

25; S 3642). Better than very fine (£300-400) 
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Georae II 

997 Halfcrown. 1720/17 sexto, ro.ses and plumes (ESC 590; 

SC 35; S 3542). Slight wear to the high points, extremely 

fine, toned (£250-300) 

998 Halfcrown. 1723 ssc, decimo (ESC 592; SC 40; S 3643). 

Light haymarking. light wear to high points, almost 

extremely fine (£300-400) 

999 Halfcrown, 1726 decimo tertio, small roses and plumes 

(ESC 593-R5; SC 45; S 3644). Very fine, reverse better, 

toned, extremely rare (£1,500-2,000) 

1000 Shilling 1723 wcc (ESC 1180; SC 105; S 3650). Very 

fine, very rare (£150-200) 

1001 Shilling, 1726 wcc (HSC I 187-K2; SC 140; S .36.50). Very 

fine, very rare (£150-200) 

Young Head 

1002 Proof Five-Cuineas, 1731, by Croker and Tanner, 

lettered edge DECVS et tvtamen anno regni qvarto (L & S 

4; Montagu 300; Murdoch 75; SC 20). Some minor surface 

marks, a small scratch before nose, good extremely fine, 

brilliant, very rare (£20,000-30,000) 

Ref: H. Schneider p 17 Linecar & Stone 
See front cover colour illustration 

1003 Proof Half-Guinea, 1728, plain edge (Montagu 306; 

Murdoch 83). Good very fine, very rare (£! ,000-1,500) 

1004 Crown, 1732 sexto, roses and plumes (ESC 117; SC 10; S 

3686). Light cabinet wear, good extremely fine, toned, rare 

(£400-600) 

1005 Crown, 1735 roses and plumes (ESC 1 19; SC 30; S 3686). 

Obverse better than very fine, reverse about extremely fine, 

toned (£300-350) 
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1006 Crown, 1739 dvodbcimo, roses (BSC 122; SC 50; S 3687). 

Liglu cabinet wear, about extremely fine, toned (£300-400) 

1007 Halfcrown, 1736 nono, roses and plumes (ESC 599; SC 

30; S 3692). Some cabinet wear, almost extremely fine, 

toned (£400-500) 

Old Head 

1008 Five-Guineas. 1753 vicesimo sexto (SC 60; S 3666). 

Possibly lightly cleaned at some time, light sttrface marks, 

about extremely fine, with some original brilliance, rare 
(£2,000-2,500) 

1009 Crown, 1743 roses (ESC 124; SC 60; S 3688). Some light 

wear to the high points, otherwise extremely fine, toned 
(£400-600) 

1010 Crown, 1751 (E.SC 128; .SC 80; .S 3690). Light sttrface 

marks, otherwise good extretnely fine, toned, rare 

(£400-600) 

1011 Halfcrown, 1746 lima, decimo nono (ESC 606; SC 70; S 

3095A). Almost extremely fine, attractive tone (£150-200) 

George III 
First bust 

1012 Guinea, 1761. three leaves at top of wreath (SC 5; S 3725; 

cf. Douglas Morris coll., 199, described as iinpiiblished 

and extremely rare', and Herbert Selig coll. [SCA 131], 

1002).Very fine, slight discolouration on reverse, very rare 
(£600-800) 

Captain Douglas-Morris appears to have been the first to notice the 
two varieties of the 1761 guinea: distinguishing those with two leaves 
at the top of the laurel wreath from those with three. Seaby stales that 
all Guineas ofl76l have three leaves at top of the wreath. This must 
be incorrect, as it ignores the Douglas-Morris coin (unless the editors 
considet this to be an unacknowledged proof), their own plate coin 
which appears to show two leaves and coin in the Selig sale (lOOl), 

1013 Sovereign, 1817 (SC 5; S 3785). Good extremely fine, 
brilliant (£300-400) 

See inside front cover colour illustration 
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1014 Sovereign, 1818 (SC 15; S 37^5}.E.xireinel\' 

{£300-400) 
fine 

1015 Sovereign, 1820 (SC 30; S 3785). Slight surface marks, 

otherwise extremely fine (£200-300) 

1016 Proof Half-Guinea. 1787, by Lewis Pingo, plain edge 

(Montagu 546; Murdoch 164; SC 135). About as struck, 

rare (£600-800) 

Ex Capt. K.J. Douglas-Morris Collection (91) 

1017 Bank OF England, Dollar, 1804, copper gilt, 24.1gms 

(cf. ESC 151). Unrecorded, slight surface marks, about as 

struck (£600-800) 

1018 PariF.RN Crown 1820. by Dro/,, after Monneron's Pattern 

by Dupre, in copper (E.SC 244-K2). Carbon spot in reverse 

field, about as struck, very rare (£300-400) 

1019 "Northumberland”, Shilling, 1763 (ESC 1214; SC 5; S 

3742). Almost extremely fine, toned, rare (£400-500) 

1020 “Northumberland”, Shilling, 1763 (ESC 1214; SC 5; S 

3742). Some surface marks, good very fine, rare 

(£300-350) 

1021 Pattern Sixpence, 1787, by Pingo, plain edge (ESC 

1640). Slight cabinet wear, good extremely fine, toned, 

rare (£200-300) 

1022 Proof Cartwheel Penny, 1797, struck in silver on 

thin flan (17.1 gms). Scratch on obverse rim by REX. 

reverse rather scuffed, otherwise extremely fine, rare 

(£500-700) 

.39 

1023 PROOF' Penny, 1806. grained edge (SC 60). .About as 

struck (£150-200) 



1024 Proof IIai.f-Pfnny, 1806, grained edge (SC 90). About as 

struck (£100-120} 

George IV 

1025 Two-Pounds, 1823 (SC 5; S 3798). Almost extremely fttte 

(£300-350) 

See inside front cover colour illustration 

1026 Proof Sovereign, 1821, by B. Pistrucci, milled edge 

(Montagu 926; Murdoch 378; SC 10). Light surface marks, 

good extremely fine, brilliant, very rare (£2.000-2.500) 

1027 Proof Sovereign, 1825, by William Wyon after Chantrey, 

plain edge (Montagu 929; Murdoch 382; SC 40). About as 

struck, brilliant, very rare (£2,000-2,500) 

1028 Proof Sovereign, 1825, by William Wyon after Chantrey, 

milled edge (Montagu 930; Murdoch 383; SC-). About as 
struck, brilliant, rare (£1,200-1,500) 

1029 Half-Sovereign, 1821 (SC 5; S 3802). Good 
fine, rare (£600-D00) 

extremely 

1030 Crown, 1821 secundo (H.SC 246; .SC 5; S 3805). Some 

light surface marks, proof-like, good extrentely fine, toned 

(£250-300) 

1031 Proof Crown, 1826 lettered edge, as issued in the sets 

(ESC 257; SC 75; S 3806). Extremely fine, uneven tone 

(£1,200-1.500) 

1032 Proof Halfcrown. 1825, plain edge (ESC 644-R2; SC 

85). Almost as struck, very rare, toned (£500-700) 

1033 Proof Halfcrown. 1826. milled edge, as issued in the sets 

(ESC 647, SC 100; S 3809). Lightly cleaned at some time, 

good extremely fine (£250-350) 

1034 Proof Shilling. 1826 milled edge, as issued in the .sets 

(ESC 1258; SC 80; S 3812). Good extrentely fine, toned 
(£120-150) 
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William IV 

1035 Proof Sixpence, 1826. milled edge, as issued in the .sets 

(ESC 1663; SC 60; S 3815). Good extremely fine, toned 

{£80-100} 

1036 Proof Halfpenny, 1826, as issued in the sets (SC 35; S 

3824). Good extremely fine (£100-120) 

1037 Half-Farthing, 1828, small date, reverse A, trident 

prongs above base of lettering (BMC 1446; SC 5; S 3826; 

Prid. Ceylon 93a; cf. Magnay 205). Extremely fine with 

original colour (£100-120) 

Illustration enlarged 

1038 HALF-FARTHING.S (2), both 1830, large and small dates, 

both reverse A, trident prongs above base of lettering 

(BMC 1450; SC 20; S 3826; Prid. Ceylon 94a; cf. Magnay 

209) [2|. First ahoiit extremely fine, second good fine 

(£70-90) 

1039 Tiiird-Fartiiing, 1827 (BMC 1453; .SC 5; S 3827; Prid. 

Malta cf. Magnay 212). An early striking with 

mirror-like fields, extremely fine with original colour, 

attractive (£40-00) 

lllnslialion enlarged 

1040 Proof Set, 1831. comprising Gold Two-Pounds. Sovereign 

and Half-Sovereign, Silver Crown to Maundy Penny. 

Copper. Penny, Halfpenny and Farthing, contained in oval 

leather fitted case [14]. The Two-Pounds a little 

mishandled, slight rim nicks and hair lines in the fields, the 

Maundy Penny a replacement, otherwise all good extremely 

fine or belter, the gold brilliant, the silver all with 

matching tone, the copper with an attractive red/brown 

patina, a rare set (£14,000-16,000) 

See inside front and back cover colour illustrations 

1041 Proof Sovereign. 1831, plain edge, as issued in the sets 

(SC 10; S 3829). Perv light surface marks, otherwise about 

as struck, very rare (£1,200-1,500) 

1042 Halfcrown, 1834. mmi- in script (ESC 662; SC 30; S 

3834). About as struck, toned (£100-120) 

1043 William iv to Victoria, a complete collection of 

Currency Silver Three-Halfpence, 1834. 1835. 

1835/4. 1836. 1837. 1838. 1839. 1840. 1841. 1842. 

1843, 1860. 1862 (ESC 2250-2259. 2260, 2261) |13|. 

Generally extremely fine or belter, some rare (£350-450) 

1044 Proof Earthing. 1831. as issued in ihe sets (SC 10; S 

3848). About as struck (£80-101)) 
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Lot 1040 



1045 Half-Farthing, 1837 (BMC 1476; SC 5; S 3849; Prid. 

Ceylon 95; cf. Magnay 216). Grazed on King’s forehead, 

reverse detail weak and has been oiled at some time, 

otherwise about very fine (£60-80) 
Illustration enlarged 

1046 Third-Farthing, 1835 (BMC 1477; SC 5; S 3850; Prid. 

Malta 2; cf. Magnay 217). Light spotting in field by 

Britannia’s knee, otherwise e.xtremely fine with almost full 

original colour on obverse (£30-40) 

Victoria 

Young Flead 

1047 "Ansell" Sovereign, 1859 (SC 185; S 3852E). Extremely 

fine, rare (£400-500) 

1048 Sovereign, 1871, Type 1, die 30 (SC 265; S 3853B). With 

very light surface marks, almost as struck (£120-150) 

1049 Sovereign, 1871, Type I, die 32 (SC 265; S 3853B). With 

very light surface marks, almost as struck (£120-150) 

1050 SftVF.Ri.ION, 1871, Type I, die 100 (SC 265; S 3853B). 

With very light surface marks, almost as struck (£120-150) 

1051 Crown, 1845 viii, .star stops on edge (ESC 282A; S 3882). 

Some surface marks, about extremely fine (£200-300) 

1052 Crown, 1847 xi (ESC 286; SC 50; S 3882). Stained 

across bust, some surface marks, good extremely fine 

(£150-200) 

1053 Proof Sixpence, 1867, die 2 (ESC 1718-R5; SC 210). 

Good extremely fine, extremely rare (£300-400) 

1054 Half-Farthings (4), 1839, 1842, 1843, 1844 (BMC 

1590, 1592, 1593, 1594; SC 5, 15, 20, 25; S 3951; Prid. 

Ceylon 96) [4]. Extremely fine and better, first patinated, 

others with original colour (£35-50) 

1055 Half-Farthings (3), 1847, 1852, 1853 (BMC 1592, 

1598, 1599; SC 35, 50, 25. 55; S 3951) 13]. Eirst 

extremely fine with original colour, second good very fine, 

last good fine (£35-50) 

1056 H ali -Far I'llING, 1851, with first two numerals of dale 

double-entered (BMC 1597; SC 40; S 3951; if. Magnay 

228), Extremely fine with almost full original colour 

(£60-80) 

llhislraliun enlargeil 
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1037 llAl.l'-l'AK'llllNCiS (3). 1852. 1854, 1856 siiuill dale (UMC 

1508, 1602. 1603: SC’ 50, 70, 75; S 3051) |3|. l-iisi 

cihoiii cxircnu'ly fine, others very fine, last with die flaws on 

reverse, all pleasingly palinated (II6()-H()) 

1058 Proof Half-Farthing, 1868, bronze, edge plain, struck 

en niedaiUe, 2.33gm (BMC 1605; SC 80; cf. Norweb 1844; 

ef. R.J. Ford 126; cf. Magnay 238). Tiny spot below 

shamrock on reverse, otherwise brilliant and practically 

as struck with attractive surfaces, rare (£200-250) 
Illustration enlarged 

1059 Proof Half-Farthing, 1868, bronzed, edge plain, struck 

en medaiHe, 2.35gm (BMC -; SC -; cf. Magnay 239). 

Some light spotting in reverse field, otherwise brilliant 

and practically as struck, extremely rare (£200-250) 
Illustration enlarged 

1060 Third-Farthing, 1844, large g in reg (BMC 1606; SC 10; 

S 3952; Prid. Malta 3; cf. Magnay 242). Knock to Queen's 

check and grazing on chin, some light verdigris in reverse 

field, otherwise about extremely fine, patinated (£50-60) 

1061 Proof Third-Farthing, 1844, reads re, edge plain, struck 

en medaille, 1.53gm (BMC 1607; SC 15; Prid. Malta 4A; 

cf Norweb 1116; cf R.J. Ford .341; cf Magnay 244). Tiny 

surface flaw behind neck, otherwi.se brilliant and with a 

hint of original colour, extremely rare (£450-550) 

The SC price ol this and the I'ollowing lot is EF £800. UNC £1200. 
See note in SC regarding Han thickness (i.e. weight) 
Illustration enlarged 

1062 ProoI'Third-Farthing, 1844, reads re, edge plain, struck 

en medaille, 1.59gm (BMC 1607; SC 15; Prid. Malta 4A; 

£■/. Norweb 1116; cf. R.J. Ford 341; cf. Magnay 244). A few 

minor marks visible on close inspection, otherwise 

brilliant with attractive dark tone, extremely rare 
(£450-550) 

Illustration enlarged 

1063 Quarter-Farthings (4), 1839, 1851, 1852, 1853 (BMC 

1608, 1609, 1610, 1612; SC 5, 10, 15, 25; S 3953; Prid. 

Ceylon 97-100) |4|. First extremely fine, others very fine 

and better, the 1852 with G in REGINA very feintly struck up 

[filled die], all patinated (£50-70) 

1064 Quarter-Farthing, 1852 (BMC 1610; SC 15; S 3953; 

Prid. Ceylon 99). Very light spotting, otherwise brilliant 

mint .state, full original colour (£40-50) 

1065 Third-Farthings (7), 1866. 1868, 1876, 1878, 1881 with 

last numeral of date double-entered. 1884. 1885 (BMC 

1926. 1928. 1932-3-4. 1936-7; SC 20. 30, 50, 55, 60. 70. 

75; S 3960; Prid. Malta 5, 7-12); Edward vii, 

Third-Farthing. 1902 (BMC 2241; SC 5; S 3993; Prid. 

Malta 14); Georgev, Third-Farthings (2). both 1913 

(BMC 2358; SC 5; S 4062; Prid. Malta 15) [10]. 1878, 

1885, 1902 cold both 1913 all brilliant mint state, others 

all extremely fine with original colour, an attractive and 

complete date run (£90-120) 

1066 Proof Quarter-Farthinc;. 1868. bronze, edge plain, 

struck en medaille, l.2lgm (BMC 1616; SC 40; S 3953; 

Prid. Ceylon 101; cf. R.J. Ford 129; cf. Magnay 259). 

Brilliant and practically as struck, rare (£200-250) 

Illustration enlarged 
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Gothic Coinage 

1067 Crown, 1847, inscribed edge (ESC 288; S 3883). Good 
extremely fine, attractive tone (£500-600) 

Jubilee Head 

1072 Florin, 1877, stop after date, no WW, die 6 (ESC 847-R3; S 
3893). Almost as struck, veiy rare (£200-300) 

1068 Crown, 1847, inscribed edge (ESC 288; S 3883). Lightly 
cleaned, good extremely fine (£500-600) 

1069 “Godle.ss” Florin. 1849 (SC 5; S 3890). About as struck, 
mottled tone (£100-150) 

1070 Proof Florin, 1852 (ESC 807-R2; SC 40). Very slight 
surface marks, about as struck, very rare (£600-800) 

107 I Florin, 1872, die 77 (liSC 840; S 3893). About as struck 
(£150-200) 

1073 Specimen Set, 1887, comprising gold Five and 
Two-Pounds, Sovereign and Half-Sovereign, Silver Crown 
to Threepence, in fitted leather case [11]. Gold with slight 
surface marks, otherwise good extremely fine with some 
brilliance, silver almost as struck, toned (£1.000-1,200) 

Old Head 

1074 Proof Halfcrown. 1893 (ESC 726; SC 335; S 3938). 
About as struck (£70-100) 

1075 Pattern Sixpence, 1887, struck in tin by Spink & Son. 
(ESC 1782). Two carbons spots on obverse, otherwise 
extremely fine, extremely rare (£100-200) 

ESC .stales only 9 examples struck in tin 

Edward VII 

1076 Coronation 1902, large official Gold Medal by G.W. de 
Saullcs. in case of issue. Good extremely fine, rare 
(£600-800) 

861 specimens struck 
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Cicori’e V 

1077 Coronation 1911, Proof Five-Pounds (SC 5; S 3994). 

Slighl surface marks, otherwise almost as struck, brilliant 

(£700-900) 
See inside from cover colour illuslralion 

1078 Proof Set, 1911, Silver Halfcrown to Maundy Penny; 

George VI, Proof Set, Silver Crown to /E Farthing; 

Elizabeth ii. Cu-Ni Crown to /E Farthing, in cases of issue. 

Generally about as struck (£300-400) 

1079 “Wreath” Crown, 1934 (ESC 374; SC 75; S 4036). 

Almost extremely fine, rare (£400-600) 

1082 Proof 11 Ai.FCROWN, 1931 (SC 150). Good extremely fine, 

extremely rare (£300-4()0) 

1083 Proof Halfcrown, 1932 (SC 120). About as struck, 

extremely rare (£300-400) 

1084 Proof Halfcrown, 1933 (SC 170). About as struck, 

extremely rare (£300-400) 

1080 Jubilee 1935, Proof Crown, with rai.sed edge (ESC 378; SC 

105; S 4050). About as struck, toned (£150-200) 

1081 “Wreath” Crown, 1936 (ESC 381; SC 125; S 4036). 

Alnukst extremely fine (£120-150) 

1085 Proof Halfcrown, 1934 (SC 180). About as struck, 

extremely rare (£300-400) 

Elizabeth II 

1086 Proof Halfcrown, 1956 (SC 45). Carbon ,spot on /r of 

Et.t7AliF.rit, about as struck, very rare (£2()0-300) 
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COUNTERMARKED CROWNS & 
DOLLARS 

1087 Scotland, James VI, Thistle Countermarked Sword Dollar 

(or Ryal), 1567 (SCS 40). Good fine, toned (£150-200) 

1091 Derbyshire, Cromford, Ferdinand VII, Spanish Dollar, 

1810 HI, Mexico, countermarked on o/jverse cromford 

DERBYSHIRE around 4/9 within circular indent (Manville 24a 

[rede Davis 24|; cf. Allen Collection 8). Host coin fair, 

countermark very fine or better (£200-250) 

1088 Bank of England, Emergency Issue, oval countermark 

on Spanish Dollar of Charles IV, 1793 FM, Mexico (ESC 

129; S 3765A). Coin and countermark very fine, slight dig 

infield before bust (£120-150) 

1089 Bank of England. Emergency Issue, octagonal 

countermark on Spanish Dollar of Charles IV. 1802 FT. 

Mexico (ESC 138; S 3765). Coin and countermark very 

fine (£200-250) 

1090 Di.RHYSHIRI . Cromford, countermarked ;is last on a Chiirlcs 

III, Spiinish Dollar, 1778 FF, Mexico. Coin fair. 

( ountcrniark line I £200-250) 

1092 Nottinghamshire, East Retford, a Mexico, Charles IV, 

8-Reales, 1792, Mexico City, FM, o/;\’c/-se countermarked 

with a crowned ampersand (Davis 41; Seaby CD 9). Coin 

and countermark about very fine but edge knock by 2 of 

date, scarce (£250-300) 

Ex Allen (1 I - from P. Deane, Oct. 1978) and Noble (1572). The 
issuer was John Cartwright (1740-1824). proprietor of the Revolution 
Mill, built on the north side of Spital Hill. Retford, and opened in 
1788. The mill was in disu.se by the turn of the 19th century and after 
the building was sold in 1805 Cartwright moved to London 

1093 Lanarkshire, Dalzell, 5-Francs, 1811 A. countermarked 

ttn obverse PAYABLE AT DAt.ZELL farm rosette (Davis 74; 

S ST 22; cf. Allctt collection 34 |and footnote|-38). Host 

coin about fine, cleaned, countermark very fine or better, 

very rare (£300-400) 
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1094 Lanarkshire. Glasgow, Ferdinand VII. Spanish Dollar, 

1810 HI. Mexico, countermarked Glasgow bank around 5/ 

within circular indent (Davis 76; S ST 44; cf. Allen 

collection 40 and footnote). Coin and countennark almost 

very fine, extremely rare (£400-500) 

Only LS specimens recorded by David McFarlan with this 
countermark, 4 of which are in institutional collections. 

1097 Reni rewsiiire, Port Glasgow, Charles IV. 1807 TH, 

Mexico, countermarked on obverse roht. CRiGitroN fori 

GLASGOW around 4/6 in centre, all incuse, reverse 

countermarked with a curved rope-like ornament (Davis 77; 

S ST 89; cf. Allen collection 118 and footnote). Host coin 

good fine, countermark very fine (£500-600) 

1095 Lanarkshire, Glasgow, Thistle Bank. Charles IV, Spanish 

Dollar, 1803 FT, Mexico countermarked on obverse thistle 

BANK around 5/; within circular indent, reverse 

countermarked with a thistle (Davis 79; S ST 48; cf. Allen 

collection 53 and footnote). Host coin pierced near the 

top, extremely rare (£500-600) 

1098 Renfrewshire, Greenock, Ferdinand VII. Spanish Dollar, 

1817 II, Mexico, countermarked J. mTie lindsay & co' 

around 4/6 within circular indent (Davis 101; S ST 58; cf. 

Allen collection 92 [and footnote]-93). Host coin fine, 

with hairline scratch on obverse, countermark about verx 

fine, a little weak in centre, extremely rare (£400-500) 

Eighteen examples recorded by David McFarlan. two of which are 
in institutional collections. 

1096 Lanarkshire, New Lanark, Ferdinand VII, Spanish Dollar, 

1818 11, Mexico, countermarked payable at Lanark mh.ls 

around 5/ within circular indent (Davis 83; S ST 66; cf. 

Allen collection 60 ff). Coin fine, countermark almost verv 
fine (£200-250) 

The Scottish collector, David McFarlan has recorded 92 examples of 
ims ctmntcrniark, 14 ol which arc in institutional collections. See 
Spmk Com Auctions 34 (p.l4) for a brief but excellent account of the 
Lanark Mdls. 

1099 Renfrewshire, Paisley. Charles IV. Spanish Dollar, 1806 

1.1, Lima, countermarked on obverse payabi.e by i.angml'ir 

around bishop holding mitre flanked by two shields within 

circular indent, reverse countermarked paisley dollar 

SOCIETY around 5/3 within wreath, all within circular indent 

(Davis 112; S ST 83; cf. Allen collection 107 [and 

lootnote]-108). Host coin fair and pierced at top. 

countermark fine to very fine, extremely rare (£350-450) 
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I 100 Renfrewshire, Greenock, Ferdinand VII, Spani.sh Dollar, 

1821 FS, Guadalajara, countermarked J. McF & Son 

GREENOCK around 4/6 within circular indent (Davis 100; S 

ST 57; cf. Allen collection 94 [and footnote]-98). Host 

coin fine, countermark very fine, perhap.s artificially toned, 

very rare (£300-400) 

WORLD COINS 

Austria 

1101 Salzburg, Guidobold, Thaler, 1661 (Dav 162). About 

extremely fine, toned (£80-100) 

Colombia 

I 102 Proof Set, 1968, xxxix Congreso Eucaristico International, 

comprising Gold 1,500, 500, 300, 200 & 100-Pesos (F 

123-125; KM 231-235). About as struck (£650-750) 

Gennany 

1 103 Lubeck, Proof 10-Marks, 1901 A (KM 211). Some slight 

surface marks, otherwise almost as struck, brilliant, rare 

(£500-700) 

KM state.s 200 Struck 

Hawaii 

1 104 Kamehameiia III, Cent. 1847, crosslet 4. 18 berries (KM 

le). Small dig on no.u'. light surface marks, good extremely 

fine with much original lustre, rare variety (£250-300) 
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I liingary 

1 105 Proof Sft, 1961, I5()th Anniversary Birth of Li.szl, Gold 

300, 100 & 50-Forint (F 101-103; KM 84,85,86), uncased 

13]. About as struck (£300-500) 

1 108 Francfsc'O Morosini, silver Osella, 1691, 9.78gms., smv 

FRAN MAVROC ovx, St. Mark standing right consigning 

standard to kneeling Doge; in ex. anno iv/ib flseppo 

Besaggio), reverse mavroc pelopnnesf.sus viventi .sc 

Half-length bust of the Doge to front, wearing the uniform 

of Capitano Generale da Mar, on pedestal decorated with 

trophies (Palucci 174). Extremely fine, toned, rare 

(£800-1,000) 

Italy 

I 106 Sardinia, Carlo Felice (1821-31), copper 5-Centesimi, 

anchor, 3-Centesimi, anchor and Centesimi, eagle's head 

(2), all 1826 [4], Retaining much original lustre, extremely 

fine or better, scarce thus (£400-450) 

1 109 Silvestro Valier, 1694-1700. Osella 1694, silver, 

9.55gms., SMV SILVESTER VALERIO D, St.Mark standing, 

right, consigning standard to Doge kneeling; in exergue, 

ANNO L, reverse TERRA MARIQ two olive trees with trophy 

of arms attached, one the island of Chios surrounded by 

waves, and the other, the Peninsular of Narenta; above, 

eagle wearing corno ducale, with scroll in beak inscribed 

BONI EVENTVS; in exergue (Chios Nar. Paolucci 177). Rare 

and toned extremely fine (£800-1.000) 

I 107 Francesco Morosini, 1688-1694, silver Osella. 1688. 

9.42gms., SMV fran mavroc DVX, St. Mark standing right 

consigning standard to kneeling Doge; in ex. ANNO i. 

/CPC/.VC PEI.OPONNESVS RESTITVTA The kneeling female 

personification Peloponnesvs with outstretched hands from 

which dangles broken chains, in the background to right 

palm-tree from which hangs broken chains; in ex. (AG 

(Alvise Gritti) (Paolucci 171). Extremely fine, toned, rare 
(£800-1,000) 

I I 10 Marc' Antonio Giustinian, 1684-1688, silver Osella. 

1686. 9.5gms.. SMV m anton ivstinian dv St. Mark 

standing right consigning standard to kneeling Dose; in 

ex. anno iii/zab,/-cpc/'ac donec orbata orbe God the 

Father, over the Peloponnesus dotted with castles, .sendins 

thundeibolts towards crescent moon; in ex. viciT LEO (P 

Paolucci. La zecca di Venezia ii. 169). Good very fine and 
very rare, toned (£1.000-1,200) 
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Netherlands Indies Russia 

Mil Plant and Animal Exhibition. Batavia, 1877, gold Prize 

medal, signed V.D.K., female allegory holding wreath and 

cornucopia in a rural setting, train in distance, reverse 

legend within laurel wreath, 40mm., 29.9gms. Better than 

very fine for wear hut rather mishandled, scuffed and with 

nicks to rim and one noticeable bump (reverse 5 o'clock), 

rare (£200-250) 

Norway 

II 12 Oscar I. Half-Specie Daler, 1846 (KM 316). Slightly 

scuffed, about extremely fine, pleasingly toned, scarce, 

particularly in this state (£80-120) 

PoitLigal 

II 13 John VI. 6,4()()-Reis or Peca, 1822. Good very fine 

(Cl 50-200) 

I 1 14 John vi. 6.400 keis or Peca, 1824. Good extremely fine, 

with much original brilliance (C300-400) 

1115 Catherine THE Great, gold Poltina, 1756, smalll crown 

(KM 21.2). Slight crease, extremely fine (£80-100) 

South Africa 

1 I 16 George v. Proof Set, 1923. comprising Sovereign and 

Half-Sovereign, Silver Halfcrown to Threepence, JE Penny, 

Halfpenny and Farthing, contained in original Mappin & 

Webb maroon leather case, the lid embossed in gold “First 

Coinage of South African Mint. Prestoria, 1923", inside a 

hand written card inscribed “W/t/? the Compliments of the 

season from JA” [10]. The gold and silver tarnished, the 

bronze dusty, otherwise almost as struck, rare 

(£800-1,200) 

Spain 

1117 Philip v, 1700-1746., 8-Reales. Madrid 1733 F. crowned 

shield, reverse crowned globe between pillars of Hercules 

(CCT 695; KM 103). Very rare and beautifully toned 

(£2,200-2,500) 

Illustration enlarged. 

1118 Charles m, 1759-1788. 8-E.sciidos. Madrid 1786 DV.. bu.st 

of Charles right, reverse crowned shield (CCT 12; Fr. 282). 

Good extremely fine with original brilliance 

(C2.000-2,500) 
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Spaiiisli Hm|)ire 

I I |i) Chari.KS and Joanna, I.‘il6-I55.‘i. Four-Reale.s, Mexico c. 

I.S38. A.ssayer Franci.sco de Rincon., + karoi.vs BT 

iohana, crowned shield with emblems of Castile, Leon and 

Granada; on left and right, mm., reverse N hisraniih: et: 

INDIArvm re arotmd crowned pillars of Hercules, connected 

by panel with plvs; above. 4 and below (R.R. Nesmith, The 

Coinage of the first mint of the Americas at Mexico City, 

Ansnnm 1,31, 1955, 6 (this rev. die), CCT79; KM 16). 

Very rare and toned, good very fine {£!,500-1 ,H00} 

I 120 Charles AND Joanna, Four-Reale, Mexico c. 1541., 

Assayer Pedro de Espina. : karolvs: n : ET iohana re: 

Crowned shield with emblems of Castile, Leon and Granada; 

on left and right. M-P reverse hispaniarvm ET indiarvm re 

around crowned pillars of Hercules, connected by panel with 

PLVS between annulets; above, 4. unpublished, for type cf. 

Nesmith 16 and cct - 84 (both obverse assayer M-F. but this 

reverse die)., for assayer see Nesmith 18 (Half- Real with P 

(Pedro de Espina) - M. KM-). Extremely rare with fine light 

grey tone, extremely fine (£2.500-3.000) 

1121 Charles and Joanna. Four-Reales, Mexico c. 1542-1570 

Assayer juan Gutierrez., -i-kaolv.s et iohana reges. 

Crowned shield with emblems oi Castile, Leon and Granada; 

on lelt and right, M - G. reverse + 

HISPAniarvm;et:indiarvm around crowned pillars of 

Hercules, within Pi.v-s vl-tra above 4 (cf. for obverse type 

Nesmith P. I 10. 16 and legend p.l 15. 24. cct 87. KM 18). 

Fine grey tone, extremely fine (£300-350) 

I 122 Charles and Joanna, Four-Rcales, Mexico c. 1542-1570. 

Assayer Juan Guiterrez. -i- karolvs et iohana reges 

Crowned shield with emblems of Castile, Leon and Granada; 

on left and right. G-M., reverse 

-i-HISPANIArvm:ET:indiarVM: around crowned pillars of 

Hercules, within plv-S-vl-TRA above 4. (Cf. Nesmith 

p.l 19, 46 and obverse legend p.l 10, 16; CCT 86; KM 18). 

Fine grey tone (£300-350) 

1 123 Philip III, 1598-1622. 8-Reales, Madrid 162. Crowned 

shield; to left, MD over VL, reverse Arms of Castile and 

Leon. (CCT 64). Rare and toned good very fine (£500-600) 

I 124 Ferdinand VI. 1746-1759, 8-Escudos I758J.. bust of 

Ferdinand right., reverse crowned shield (CCT 69). Mint 

lustre, extremely Jine (£2.500-3.000) 

I 125 Ferdinand VII, 1808-1833. 4-Escudos. Mexico 1810 HJ. 

bust of Ferdinand right, reverse crowned shield (CCT 123; 

F-'r. Mexico 48). Rare and very fine (£400-450) 
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Spanish Netherlands Vietnam 

1 126 Philip iv. 1621-1665. Multiple of 1-1/2 Ducatoon, Antwerp 

1642, silver, 48.65gms., phil.iii.d,g.hispet,indiar.rex. 

16 and 42., Mature bust of the King Philip IV right, draped 

and cuirassed with lion mask on right shoulder and order of 

the Golden Fleece around neck, reverse 

ARCHID.AVST.DV.X.BVRG.BRAB.ZC. The coat of arms of 

Spain and the Austrias surmounted by crown supported by 

lions. (Cf. for type A.Delmonte, The silver Benelux, 1967, 

384a-d. E van der Gelder and M. Hoc. les monnaies des 

Pays-Bas Borgguignons et espagnols 1434-1713, 1960, -). 

Unique, fine grey tone, extremely fine (£8,000-10,000) 

For an in-depth study and appreciation of this rare one and a half 
ducation piece of ostentation see J.M. Olivars Abad, Miiltiplos 
ineditos de ducaton.Gaceta numismatica,. March 1999. 

1 129 Kim-Thanh, a uniface gold strip, c. 1930, embossed 

KIM-THANH, SAIGON-HONGKONG HANOI-PNOMPENH OR PUR, 

100 X 38mm, 12.25gms. A little crimped, very fine 

(£200-300) 

United States of America 

I 127 Charles ii, St. Patrick’s Coinage, Halfpenny, with brass 

plug, martlet below king (SC 75). Fabric rather coarse, 

particularly reverse, this good fine, obverse about very fine 

for issue, a rare variety (£150-200) 

I 128 Twi-.nty-Dollars, 1895. Some surface marks, otherwise 

almost extremely fine (£200-250) 
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Important Information for Buyers 

Absentee bills 

It instructed we will execute bids and advise intending 

purchasers. No charge is made For this service. Lots 

will always be bought as cheaply as is allowed by such 

other bids and reserves as are on our books. In the 

event oF identical bids, the earliest will take 

precedence. Always indicate a ‘top limit’- the amount 

to which you would bid iF you were attending the 

auction yourselF. ‘Buy’ or unlimited bids will not be 

accepted, all bids must be confirmed in writing or by 

fax prior to the date of the sale. 

Bidding Slip 

Further advice to bidders and purchasers may be 

found on the bidding slip included with this catalogue. 

Please use this slip when sending bids to us. 

Buyers Premium 

A buyers’ premium of 17.625% on the hammer price 

inclusive of VAT is payable by the buyer of all lots. 

Pre-sale Estimates 

The pre-sale estimates are intended as a guide for 

prospective purchasers. Any bid between the listed 

figures would, in our opinion, offer a fair chance of 

success. However all lots, depending on the degree of 

competition, can realise prices either above or below 

the listed estimates. 

Methods of Payment 

Payment may be made by transfer direct to Dix 

Noonan Webb‘s account at 

Royal Bank of Scotland 

London Piccadilly Circus Branch 

48 Haymarket 

London SWIY 4SE 

Sort Code 16-00-83 

Account No. 00118446 

Alternative methods of payment which will enable 

immediate clearance of purchases include cash, 

bankers drafts and credit cards (Access and Visa). 

Although personal and company cheques are 

accepted, buyers are advised that property will not be 

released until such cheques have cleared. Purchases 

will be despatched as soon as possible upon receipt of 

your written despatch instructions and full payment 

for the lots you have bought. Carriage will be at the 

buyer’s expense. Estimates and advice on all methods 

of despatch can be provided upon request. 

All credit card payments are subject to an additional 

charge of 2 %. 

Insurance cover will be arranged unless otherwise 

specified and will be added to the carriage charge. 

Clearance of Purchases 

Buyers who have not established a credit arrangement 

with Dix Noonan Webb will be asked to pay for their 

purchases when they wish to take possession of them. 

It is regretted that Dix Noonan Webb cannot take 

Banker’s references over the telephone at the time of 

clearance and that buyers cannot take possession of 

their purchases until cheques are cleared. 

If buyers wish to pay for their purchases by cheque 

they are urged to arrange clearance of their cheques 

well in advance of the sale by supplying appropriate 

banker’s references. 

Buyers will be requested to supply a reasonable means 

of identification at the time of payment. 

Lots will only be released to the purchaser or his 

authorised representative if full payment has been 

received by Dix Noonan Webb together with 

settlement of any charges due. 

Please include your name, account number and invoice 

number with the instructions to the bank. 



Conditions of Business 

Conditions mainly concerning Buyers 

1 The buyer 

The highest bidder shall be the buyer at the ‘hammer 
price’ and any dispute shall be settled at the 
auctioneer’s absolute discretion. Every bidder shall be 
deemed to act as principal unless there is in force a 
written acknowledgement by Dix Noonan Webb that 
he acts as agent on behalf of a named principal. 

2 Minimum increment 
The auctioneer shall have the right to refuse any bid 
which does not exceed the previous bid by at least 5 
percent or by such other proportion as the auctioneer 
shall in his absolute discretion direct. 

3 The premium 

The buyer shall pay to Dix Noonan Webb a premium 
of 17.625% on the ‘hammer price’ inclusive of Value 
Added Tax at the standard rate on the premium and 
agrees that Di.x Noonan Webb, when acting as agent 
for the seller, may also receive commission from the 
seller in accordance with Condition 15. 

4 Value Added Tax (VAT) 
Lots on which Value Added Tax is payable by the 
buyer on the ‘hammer price’ are indicated in the 
catalogue with the sign ‘f indicating a liability of 
17.5%. 

5 Payment 
Immediately a lot is sold the buyer shall:— 
(a) give to Dix Noonan Webb his name and address 
and, if so requested, proof of identity; and 

(b) pay to Dix Noonan Webb the ‘total amount due’ 
(unless credit terms have been agreed with Dix 
Noonan Webb before the auction). 

6 Dix Noonan Webb may, at its absolute discretion, 
agree credit terms with the buyer before an auction 
under which the buyer will be entitled to take 
possession of lots purchased up to an agreed amount 
in value in advance of payment by a determined future 
date of the ‘total amount due’. 

7 Any payments by a buyer to Dix Noonan Webb may 
be applied by Dix Noonan Webb towards any sums 
owing from that buyer to Dix Noonan Webb on any 
account whatever without regard to any directions of 
the buyer or his agent, whether express or implied. 

8 Collection of purchases 
The ownership of the lot purchased shall not pass to 
the buyer until he has made payment in full to Dix 
Noonan Webb of the ‘total amount due’. 

9 (a) The buyer shall at his own expense take away the 
lor purchased not later than 5 working days after the 
day of the auction but (unless credit terms have been 
agreed in accordance with Condition 7) not before 
payment to Dix Noonan Webb of the ‘total amount 
due’. 

(b) The buyer shall be responsible for any removal, 
storage and insurance charges on any lot not taken 
away within 5 working tlays after the day of the 

auction. 

(c) The packing and handling of purchased lots by Dix 
Noonan Webb staff is undertaken solely as a courtesy 
to clients and in the case of fragile articles, will be 
undertaken only at Dix Noonan Webb’s discretion. In 
no event will Dix Noonan Webb be liable for damage 
to glass or frames, regardless of the cause. 

10 Buyers’ responsibilities for Lots purchased 
The buyer will be responsible for loss or damage to 
lots purchased from the time of collection or the 
expiry of 5 working days after the day of the auction, 
whichever is the sooner, and neither Dix Noonan 
Webb nor its servants or agents shall thereafter be 
responsible for any loss or damage of any kind, 
whether caused by negligence or otherwise, while any 
lot is in its custody or under its control. 

11 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect 
purchase 
If any lot is not paid for in full and taken away in 
accordance with Conditions 6 and 10, or if there is 
any other breach of either of those Conditions, Dix 
Noonan Webb as agent of the seller shall, at its 
absolute discretion and without prejudice to any other 
rights it may have, be entitled to exercise one or more 
of the following rights and remedies:- 

(a) to proceed against the buyer for damages for 
breach of contract. 

(b) to rescind the sale of that or any other lots sold to 
the defaulting buyer at the same or any other auction. 

(c) to re-sell the lot or cause it to be re-sold by public 
auction or private sale and the defaulting buyer shall 
pay to Dix Noonan Webb any resulting deficiency in 
the ‘total amount due’ after deduction of any part 
payment and addition of re-sale costs) and any surplus 
shall belong to the seller. 

(d) to remove, store and insure the lor at the expense 
of the defaulting buyer and, in the case of storage, 
either at Di.x Noonan Webb premises or elsewhere. 

(e) to charge interest at a rate not exceeding 2% per 
month on the ‘total amount due’ to the extent it 
remains unpaid for more than 5 working days after 
the day of the auction. 

(f) to retain that or any other lot sold to the same 
buyer at the sale or any other auction and release it 
only after payment of the ‘total amount due’. 
(e) to reject or ignore any bids made by or on behalf of 
the defaulting buyer at any future auctions or 
obtaining a deposit before accepting any bids in 
future. 

(h) to apply any proceeds of sale than due or at any 
rime thereafter becoming due to the defaulting buyer 
towards settlement of the ‘total amount due’ and to 
exercise a lien on any property of the defaulting buyer 
which is in Dix Noonan Webb possession for any 
purpose. 

12 Liability of Dix Noonan Webb and Sellers 

(a) (looils auctioned are usually of some age. All 



goods arc sold with all Faults and inipcrtcctions and 
errors of description. Illustrations in catalogues are For 
identiFieation only. Buyers should satisfy themselves 
prior to sale as to the condition of each lot and should 
exercise and rely on their own judgement as to 
whether the lot accords with its description. Subject to 
the obligations accepted by I)ix Noonan Webb under 
this Condition, none of the seller, Dix Noonan Webb, 
its servants or agents is responsible For errors of 
descriptions or For the genuineness or authenticity of 
any lot, no warranty whatever is given by Dix Noonan 
Webb, its servants or agents, or any seller to any buyer 
in respect of any lot and any express or implied 
conditions or warranties are hereby excluded. 

(b) Any lot which proves to be a ‘deliberate forgery’ 
may he returned by the buyer to Dix Noonan Webb 
within 15 days of the date of the auction in the same 
condition in which it was at the time of the auction, 
accompanied by a statement of defects, the number of 
the lot, and the date of the auction at which it was 
purchased. If Dix Noonan Webb is satisfied that the 
item is a ‘deliberate forgery’ and that the buyer has 
and is able to transfer a good and marketable title to 
the lot free from any third party claims, the sale will be 
set aside and any amount paid in respect of the lot will 
be refunded: Provided that the buyer shall have no 
rights under this Condition if:— 

(i) the description in the catalogue at the date of the 
sale was in accordance with the then generally 
accepted opinion of scholars and experts or fairly 
indicated that there was a conflict of such opinion; or 

(ii) the only method of establishing at the date of 
publication of the catalogue that the lot was a 
‘deliberate forgery’ was by means of scientific 
processes not generally accepted for use until after 
publication of the catalogue or a process which was 
unreasonably expensive or impractical. 

(c) A buyer’s claim under this Condition shall be 
limited to any amount paid in respect of the lot and 
shall not extend to any loss or damage suffered or 
expense incurred by him 

(d) The benefit of the Condition shall not be 
assignable and shall rest solely and exclusively in the 
buyer who, for the purpose of this condition, shall be 
and only be the person to whom the original invoice is 
made out by Dix Noonan Webb in respect of the lot 
sold. 

Conditions mainly concerning Sellers and Consignors 

13 Warranty of Title and Availability 
The seller warrants to Dix Noonan Webb and to the 
buyer that he is the true owner of the property or is 
properly authorised to sell the property by the true 
owner and is able to transfer good and marketable 
title to the property free from any third party claims. 
The seller will indemnify Dix Noonan Webb, its 
servants and agents and the buyer against any loss or 
damage suffered by either in consequence or any 
breach on the part of the seller. 

14 Reserves 

The seller shall be entitled to place prior to the auction 
a reserve on any lot, being the minimum ‘hammer 

price’ at which that lor may be treated as sold. A 
reserve once placed by the seller shall not be changed 
without the consent of Dix Noonan Webb. Dix 
Noonan Webb may at their option sell at a ‘hammer 
price’ below the reserve bur in any such ca,ses the sale 
proceeds to which the seller is entitled shall be the 
same as they would have been had the sale been at the 
reserve. Where a reserve has been placed, only the 
auctioneer may bid on behalf of the seller. 

15 Authority to Deduct Commission and Kxpenses 
The seller authorises Dix Noonan Webb to deduct 
commission at the ‘stated rate’ and ‘expenses’ from the 
‘hammer price’ and acknowledge Dix Noonan Webb’s 
right to retain the premium payable by the buyer. 

16 Recission of Sale 
If before Dix Noonan Webb remit the ‘sale proceeds’ 
to the seller, the buyer makes a claim to rescind the 
sale that is appropriate and Dix Noonan Webb is of 
the opinion that the claim is justified, Dix Noonan 
Webb is authorised to rescind the sale and refund to 
the buyer any amount paid to Dix Noonan Webb in 
respect of the lot. 

17 Payment of Sale Proceeds 

Di.x Noonan Webb shall remit the ‘sale proceeds’ to 
the seller not later than 35 days after the auction, but 
if by that date Dix Noonan Webb has not received the 
‘total amount due’ from the buyer then Dix Noonan 
Webb will remit the sale proceeds within five working 
days after the date on which the ‘total amount due’ is 
received from the buyer. If credit terms have been 
agreed between Dix Noonan Webb and the buyer, Dix 
Noonan Webb shall remit to the seller the sale 
proceeds not later than 35 days after the auction 
unless otherwise agreed by the seller. 

18 If the buyer fails to pay to Dix Noonan Webb the 
‘total amount due’ within 3 weeks after the auction, 
Dix Noonan Webb will endeavour to notify the seller 
and take the seller’s instructions as to the appropriate 
course of action and, so far as in Dix Noonan Webb’s 
opinion is practicable, will assist the seller to recover 
the ‘total amount due’ from the buyer. If circumstances 
do not permit Dix Noonan Webb to take instructions 
from the seller, the seller authorises Dix Noonan Webb 
at the seller’s expense to agree special terms for 
payment of the ‘total amount due’, to remove, store 
and insure the lot sold, to settle claims made by or 
against the buyer on such terms as Dix Noonan Webb 
shall in its absolute discretion think fit, to take such 
steps as are necessary to collect monies due by the 
buyer to the seller and if necessary to rescind the sale 
and refund money to the buyer. 

19 If, notwithstanding that the buyer fails to pay to 
Dix Noonan Webb the ‘total amount due’ within three 
weeks after the auction, Dix Noonan Webb remits the 
sale proceeds to the seller, the ownership of the lot 

shall pass to Dix Noonan Webb. 

20 Charges for Withd rawn Lots 

Where a seller cancels instructions for sale, Di.x 
Noonan Webb reserve the right to charge a fee of 15% 
of Dix Noonan Webb’s then latest estimate or middle 
e.stimare of the auction price of the property 
withdrawn, together with Value Added Tax thereon 



and ‘expenses’ incurred in relation to the property. 

21 Rights to Photographs and Illustrations 
The seller gives Dix Noonan Webb full and absolute 
right to photograph and illustrate any lot placed in its 
hands for sale and to use such photographs and 
illustrations and any photographs and illustrations 
provided by the seller at any time at its absolute 
discretion (whether or not in connection with the 
auction). 

22 Unsold Lots 
Where any lot fails to sell, Dix Noonan Webb shall 
notify the seller accordingly. The seller shall make 
arrangements either to re-offer the lot for sale or to 
collect the lot. 

23 Dix Noonan Webb reserve the right to charge 
commission up to one-half of the ‘stated rates’ 
calculated on the ‘bought-in price’ and in addition 
‘expenses’ in respect of any unsold lots. 

General conditions and definitions 
24 Dix Noonan Webb sells as agent for the seller 
(except where it is stated wholly or partly to own any 
lot as principal) and as such is not responsible for any 
default by seller or buyer. 

25 Any representation or statement by Dix Noonan 
Webb, in any catalogue as to authorship, attribution, 
genuineness, origin, date, age, provenance, condition 
or estimated selling price is a statement of opinion 
only. Every person interested should exercise and rely 
on his own judgement as to such matters and neither 
Dix Noonan Webb nor its servants or agents are 
responsible for the correctness of such opinions. 

26 Whilst the interests of prospective buyers are best 
served by attendance at the auction, Dix Noonan 
Webb will, if so instructed, execute bids on their 
behalf, neither Dix Noonan Webb nor its servants or 
agents being responsible for any neglect or default in 
doing so or for failing to do so. 

27 Dix Noonan Webb shall have the right, at its 
discretion, to refuse admission to its premises or 
attendance at its auctions by any person. 

28 Dix Noonan Webb has absolute discretion without 
giving any reason to refuse any bid, to divide any lot, 
to combine any two or more lots, to withdraw any lot 
from the auction and in case of dispute to put up any 
lot for auction again. 

29(a) Any indemnity under these Conditions shall 
extend to all actions, proceedings costs, expenses, 
claims and demands whatever incurred or suffered by 
the person entitled to the benefit of the indemnity. 

(b) Dix Noonan Webb declares itself to be a trustee for 
its relevant .servants and agents of the benefit of every 
indemnity under these (ionditions to the extent that 
such indemnity is expressed to be for the benefit of its 
servants and agents. 

30 Any notice by Dix Noonan Webb to a seller, 
consignor, prospective bidder or buyer may be given 
by first class mail or airmail and if so given shall be 
deemed to have been duly received by the addressee 4(S 

hours after posting. 

31 These Conditions shall be governed by and 
construed in accordance with English law. All 
transactions to which these Conditions apply and all 
matters connected therewith shall also be governed by 
English law. Dix Noonan Webb hereby submits to the 
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts and all 
other parties concerned hereby submit to the non¬ 
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts. 

32 In these Conditions:— 
(a) ‘catalogue’ includes any advertisement, brochure, 
estimate, price list or other publication 
(b) ‘hammer price’ means the price at which a lot is 
knocked down by the auctioneer to the buyer; 
(c) ‘total amount due’ means the ‘hammer price’ in 
respect of the lot sold together with any premium. 
Value Added Tax chargeable and additional charges 
and expenses due from a defaulting buyer in pounds 
sterling; 
(d) ‘deliberate forgery’ means an imitation made with 
the intention of deceiving as to authorship, origin, 
date, age, period, culture or source which is not shown 
to be such in the description in the catalogue and 
which at the date of the sale had a value materially less 
than it would have had if it had been in accordance 
with that description. 

(e) ‘sale proceeds’ means the net amount due to the 
seller being the ‘hammer price’ of the lot sold less 
commission at the ‘stated rates’ and ‘expenses’ and 
any other amounts due to Dix Noonan Webb by the 
seller in whatever capacity and howsoever rising; 

(f) ‘stated rate’ means Dix Noonan Webb published 
rates of commission for the timebeing and Value 
Added Tax thereon; 

(g) ‘expenses’ in relation to the sale of any lot means 
Dix Noonan Webb charges and expenses for 
insurance, illustrations, special advertising, packing 
and freight of that lot and any Value Added Tax 
thereon; 

(h) ‘bought-in price’ means 5 percent more than the 
highest bid received below the reserve. 

33 Vendors’ Commission of Sales 
A commission of 15% is payable by the vendor on the 
hammer price on lots sold. 

34 VAT 
Commission, illustrations, insurance and advertising 
are subject to VAT. 

Bankers: 
Royal Bank of Scotland 
London, Piccadilly Circus Branch 
48 Haymarket, London SWIY 4SE 
Sort Code: 16-00-83 
Account no: 00118446 
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